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ABSTRACT 

With the expansion of Canadian Development assistance since the 

end of World War II, a need for a clearly defined aid policy developed. 

The Canadian government found that there was a need to be able to account 

for development assistance to one country and not to another. By outlin

ing a criterion for development assistance, the government would also be 

able to explain different levels of aid at different times. Authors like 

Triantis, Spicer and Reuber developed a trilogy which accounts for the 

Canadian motives in having a development assistance programme. Humanitar

ian interests have often introduced the donor country to the needs of the 

recipient nation. Implicit in this motive was that aid was given freely 

with no strings attached. Secondly, economic interests may have been an 

instigating factor in having an aid programme. As a middle power, Canada 

depended on trade for its own economic well-being. By tying eighty per

cent of aDA to goods and services originating in Canada, Canadian markets 

were expanded. Many developing countries have been considered rich in 

natural resources that were needed by Canada and other developed countries. 

Aid could be exchanged in return for these resources. Thirdly, aDA was 

provided for political/security interests. Rather than giving a hostile 

power the chance to extend aid and their influence over the social and 

economic development of Third World countries, the Canadian government 

chose to provide assistance. 

In the case study the Canadian government's motives for having an 

aDA programme with I ndones i a are exam; ned. Wh il e there may have been some 
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evidence of humanitarian and economic motives, the case study argues that 

political interests dominated in the Canadian government's decision to 

have an aid programme with Indonesia. As political interests intensified, 

aDA increased. Aside from these factors, the case study also shows that 

while CIDA is responsible for the administration of Canadian development 

assistance, the aid programme with Indonesia reflected the concerns of 

other federal government departments such as External Affairs. Also, 

political concerns of the Canadian government that instigated its inter

est in development assistance exist to a certain extent today. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Since the end of the Second ~~orld vlar the concept "foreign aid" 

or 'development assistance II has become increasingly important in foreign 

policy. The notion of the "rich north" versus the "poor south" is signif-

icant in that there is a need for reconciliation between the two extremes. 

Poor countries justify the continuation of aid as one of the ways in \'fhich 

they can fight the battle against underdevelopment. Because of their 

poverty, poor countries find it difficult to gain access to the ordinary 
1 

sources of finance for economic development. As a result, the idea of 

rich nations assisting their less developed counterparts has evolved. 

The Canadian government has chosen to provide assistance to cer-

tain countries which they consider less fortunate. Through a case study 

of aid to Indonesia, this thesis will examine the reasons why a developed 

country like Canada vJanted to help in alleviating the conditions of poverty 

in another country. The government has made its choice in singling out 

Indonesia as being a recipient of Canadian assistance. This choice was a 

direct reflection of the priorities of the government in their foreign aid 

programme and also in their overall foreign policy. Inevitably, the inter-

action between decision makers and governments would have a direct bearing 

on the factors that result in Canada having an aid programme with another 

country. These factors would have to be examined within the context of 

the government's motives for having the aid programme at the given time. 

Because different aspects of aid are to be examined, the concept as it 

applies to this thesis needs to be defined. 
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In David \·Jallis book, The Charity of ~Iations, aid is defined as 

being government-sponsored flows of resources made available on conces-

sional terms to foreign governments, either directly on a bilateral basis 
2 

or indirectly via multilateral organizations. Mikesell, on the other 

hand, has preferred to define aid as: 

a transfer of real resources or immediate claims on 
resources from one country to another whi ch v.!oul d not 
have taken place . . . in the absence of specifi c 
official action designed to promote the transfer by 
the donor country.3 

These transactions or transfers may appear to be "gift-like" but they 

have generally been regarded as a form of exchange, ItJi th politi ca 1 

influence, national security, or commercial advantage representing the 
4 

necessary quid pro quo. The terms of aid may be in grants v./hich are 

often considered the true form of assistance. Or, aid may take the form 

of loans that are repayable after a certain period of time. Here we will 

be concerned with bilateral assistance whether in loans or grants. Aid 

will refer to the flow of resources designed to promote growth in a 

developing country. Hence, the terms "official development assistance 

(ODA)" or "development assistance" will be used in referring to this flm·! 

of resources or what is commonly known as "aid." 

Canada has been classified along with her Western allies as one 

of the rich, !lhave" countries. Therefore, the idea of providing assist-

ance to those areas of the world where her presence could be felt has been 

adopted. There has been an increasing awareness for the need to provide 

foreign aid to poor countries. ODA was required because the poor felt 

that the rich had an obligation to help them. Donor countries like Canada 

provided assistance to secure their own economic and social well-being. 

Finally, aid was provided with political undertones. 
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Focus and Framework of the Study 

In this thesis, the motivations of the Canadian government to 

provide Indonesia with development ass i stance are examined and explained. 

To adequately understand why Indonesia did not qualify as a major aid 

recipient until after 1972, the development of the aid programme has to 

be traced from 1949, when the country \A./as granted independence from the 

Netherlands, onwards. This thesis, then, consists of a survey of 

Canadian-Indonesian aid relations for the period 1949-1978. 
5 

Triantis has outlined a framework that suggests that the govern -

mentis selection of aid recipients is the result of rational choices. 

Acting as a monolithic bloc with options planned in advance, the govern

mentis decision is a response to strategic problems they are facing at 

that particular time. From the number of policy options that the govern

ment has to make its choice, that decision which best allows it to maximize 

its strategic goals and objectives is chosen. The final decision is based 

on a combination of the nationls va lues, the perceived alternatives and 

the governmentls estimation of the consequences of its choice. Th e fact 

that there are decisions implies actors--these actors have al l directed 

their activities toward the objectives outlined by the government. Fur-

tilermore, the rationality in the government ls decision suggests that not 

only are goals value-maximizing but there is consistency among the goals 
6 

that have been set. In other words, the goals and objectives outlined 

at one point will be inherent in the actions of the government in the 

future. 

Th e Triantis framework outlined the basic interests in having an 

aid programme with any country. However, the frame\'lOrk fail ed to consider 
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process and how it affects outcomes. Decision-makers, in agreeing upon 

aid recipients, will ensure that a development assistance programme with 

a certain country is not damaging to Canada1s own political and security 
789 

interests . Authors like Bird, Sanger and Lyon suggested that po litical 

motivations are a strong determinant in having an aDA programme. Bird 

noted that bureaucratic interests tend to complicate the aid system and 

resulted in the "profess ionalization" of aid agenCy employees. Interests 

of bureaucrats are manifested through political connections between polit-
10 

icians in donor countries and recipient countries. Lyon, on the other 
11 

hand, pointed to the "fierce, interdepartmental conflicts" that occur 

between the different government agencies and suggested that there was a 

need for harmony in designing aid programmes. Sanger felt that CIDA \'ias 

relatively powerless \'iithin the government bureaucracy. Their inability 

to sucessfully carry out thei r own objecti ves was the result of other 

de pa rtments "pushing their weight around." Sanger also stated that through 

building up friends, Canadian foreign aid was an alternate way to free 
12 

Can~a from American economic domination . Dudley and Montmarquette found 

that political acts were often covered up by economic overtones. Aid was 

provided in return for the recipient1s support in international forums or 
13 

in return for behaviour favourable to the interests of the donor country. 

The existence of political links with Canada practically guaranteed reci p-
14 

ient countries a positive amount of aid from Canada. Impressing govern-

ments, claimed Spicer, was present in a number of projects that Canada 

undertook in Ceylon, Ghana and Trinidad in the early 1960 1s . Canadian aid 

was fashioned by non- po litical criteria but was all ocated in terms of 
15 

Canadais own political interests . 
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In examining the interests of other Western donors, it was appar-

ent that the political motivation could not be down played. Jacob Kaplan, 

in The Challenge of Foreign Aid, found that A~erican development assistance 

was provided to many Western European countries in the form of both mil

itary equipment and defense support. In return for allying themselves 
16 

with the U.S., they would receive aid and defense from the U.S. Simil-

arly, Liska found that especially in the late 1950's American aid was 

selective. Recipients who would maintain an independence from control of 

international communism v.Jould receive a positive amount of assistance. 

Aid was provided in exchange for joining the U.S. in an alliance against 
17 

the communist bloc. Great Britain's interest in aid evolved around 

having a strong Commonwealth and the maintenance of ties with Great Britain. 

Tanzania ceased to receive assistance from Britain when they broke off 
18 

diplomatic relations. 

Within the trilogy, the political motivation for development 

assistance needed to be expanded upon beyond the security and economic 

factors mentioned by Triantis. The concept of "bureaucratic interest" 

as suggested by Bird, Sanger and Lyon was that within the government 

there is a hierarchy of players. Actors consist of top political figures 

who hold positions of power within the governmental circle. Decisions 

result from a decentralized coordination of pressures from interests of 

different actors with each actor attempting to achieve his ultimate goal. 

As a result, decisions are characterized by compromise, conflict, confusion 

and, ultimately, bargaining--the features that Lyon pointed to. The 

noti on of ''l.-Ihere you stand de pe nds on where you sit" comes into effect 

when the demands of each player governs his prioriti es in the decision-
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making process. To a large extent, the final outcome of an aid programme 

would depend on the ability of different government departments to secure 

their interests in the aid programme. Those political figures at the top 

of the governmental circle normally stand to gain the most in the bargain-
19 

ing process. 

Other approaches to studying foreign policy have been suggested. 

While few deal specifically with foreign aid, most can be incorporated 

into studying ODA. These approaches include Allison's conception of 

organizational politics and the notion of incrementalism; Brecher's frame-

work; Weinstein's use of foreign policy in Indonesia; McKinley and Little's 

study of foreign aid in the U.S. Organizational politics sees the actors 

as being government leaders who sit on top of loosely allied organizations. 

These organizations are considered to make up the government. Governmental 

behaviour may be understood as "outputs of large organizations functioning 

according to standard patterns of behaviour." Decisions are made on the 
20 

basis of routines established in the organization prior to the decision. 

But one of the underlying assumptions behind this approach is that change 

is gradual and not sudden. In looking at aid allocations for Indonesia, 

however, it was apparent that there were sudden changes in Canada's 

interest in having this aDA programme. Therefore, the organizational 

approach did not appear to be acceptable in stUdying Canadian aDA motiva-

tions. 

Brecher's research design is based on the concept of a "foreign 

policy system. '1 To Brecher, the principal components of the foreign 

po licy system were input, process and output. He noted that the compon-

ents are much the same as those in the domestic environment. Brecher 
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a 1 so specifi ed that the boundari es "encompass a 11 inputs and outputs, in 
21 

the realm of interstate relations." However, as the case study shows, 

factors outside of Canadian relations with Indonesia affect the levels of 

aDA and the decision to pro vide assistance. Also, the design proposed by 

Brecher has been broken down into several different stages. By the time 

an issue reached the operational envirDnment, certain options of action 

would have been eliminated. Top decision-makers are forced to make deci-
22 

sions with incomplete information. 

Weinstein has outlined a model for the uses of foreign aid in 

Indonesia. His framework was based on attitudinal data using Indonesian 

officials' perception of the utility of development assistance in the 

country. While this framework may be useful in the study of the recipient 

country's attitudes tovvard development assistance, it lends little support 

in determining why a "rich" country is interested in providing development 
23 

assistance. 

McKinlay and Little have chosen to explain motivations for develop-

ment assistance in the U.S. through the foreign policy interests of the 

donor. The "commitment and dependency" the donor has via the recipient 

are expressed through aid. One of the underlying factors of development 

assistance was this commitment- dependency relationship. The result of 

this proposition was a six component model that McKinley and Little term 

the foreign po licy view. In the framework, the authors have chosen to 

neglect the humanitarian needs of recipients. They tend to imply that 

aid is "imposed" on the recipient country . The authors, then, neglect a 

very important as pect of ODA--the input from the Third ~'Jorl d country . 

Any recipient country may choose not to accept assi s tance from a certain 
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country. Finally, dependency exists, according to ~kKinlay and Little, 

when one party relies on another without this reliance being reciprocated. 

But in any long term relationship, there is bound to be "dependency" on 
24 

the part of both parties. 

The framework proposed for this thesis, then, consists of a com

bination of Triantis' conception of rationality in donor country motiva-

tions and the bureaucratic interests introduced by other authors. There 

are humanitarian, economic and political interests underlying Canadian 

ODA. These interests provide Canada with the initial interaction with 

the developing country. However, as the ODA programme matures, the 

government's economic interests and sometimes humanitarian motives reflect 

the political interests Canada has in the ODA programme. Decision-makers, 

in choosing eligible aid recipients, will ensure that these interests are 

guarded. As a result, aid agencies are not always successful in carrying 

out the aid programme as they \'Iould like. 

Outline of Chapters 

CHAPTER I will outline the current motivations which could account 

for an aid programme in a country like Canada. Canada's philanthropic, 

economic and political interests in ODA are examined through the secondary 

sources. This chapter concludes by looking at the official government 

position as stated in White Papers and statements by gove rnment officials. 

CHAPTER II surveys Canada's initial interest in Southeast Asia 

and in Indonesi a . This survey will begin in 1949 when the country recei ved 

independence from the Netherlands and will carry through to 1968 \vhen the 

Canadian government altered its pos ition on Indonesia's status as an aid 

recipient. An interes t deve lo ped in So uthe ast Asia as a result of 
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political factors--the threat of communist expansion and the fear that it 

would filter through to Commonwealth countries. However, Canada's domes

tic interests guarded against sending assistance to this newly independent 

country. With the change in government in I ndones i a in 1967, there \Alas 

an open door for the newly elected Trudeau government to take a more active 

role in development assistance to Indonesia in 1968. 

CHAPTER III looks at the Canadian government's 1970 decision to 

concentrate ODA on Indonesia. Political interests in the area intensified 

as a result of the threatened American withdrawal. The government was 

more aware of the strategic importance of Indonesia to the area and inevit

able to Western powers. A trade relationship had developed in the late 

1960's, which provided an added incentive to concentrate aid in the area. 

The second part of the chapter looks at the period of hiatus after the 

government had made its decision. This two-year period could be explained 

in terms of the government's priorities in foreign policy. It could have 

been the result of unfinished business that the government wanted to clear 

up before taking on new aDA projects. 

CHAPTER IV examines the development assistance programme since 

1972. In this chapter, the interests of the three main federal govern

me nt departments are examined: CIDA's concern for the developmental 

aspect; the interests of IT&C in the commercial componen t; and External 

Affa irs for po litical interests. Canada's interest in So utheast Asia 

was manifested in the Associa tion of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN ), 

which was gain ing in strat eg ic importance as we ll as providing an el ement 

of security for the countries of Southeast As i a . Th e f inal part of this 

chapter will examine the critic i sms of the ai d programme that have resulted 

from its sophistication. 
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CHAPTER V, the concluding chapter, will determine the extent to 

which the trilogy of motives for ODA existed in Canada's aid programme to 

Indonesia. From the case study it becomes apparent that the Canadian 

government's political interests in the area to a large extent determine 

the direction of the ODA programme. As a result, CIDA "plays along" with 

External Affairs I efforts to increase ODA allocations. Economic and human

itarian considerations are secondary. 

ivJethodo logy 

The secondary sources have suggested that development assistance 

can be understood through a trilogy of objectives. To support the frame

work, it is necessary to look at the government's position through White 

Papers and through public statements. The offici al government position 

can be found in the 1970 I~ hite Paper, Forei gn Pol i cy for Canadi ans. A 

further elaboration and update of this is found in the 1975 White Paper, 

Strategy for International Development Cooperation 1975-1980 . To outl ine 

the various points of view of Members of Parliament, CIDA, External Affairs 

and IT&C officials, House of Commons Debates , Standing Committee of Exter

nal Affairs and National Defence proceedings and Statements and Speeches 

I,tJere used. 

A major source of information was five confidential interviews 

with desk level officials from CIDA, External Affairs and IT&C, and a 

senior official from the Indonesian Embassy. The intervi ew at CI DA was 

a joint interview with two officia l s. Each lasted ap prox imatel y one-and

a-half hours to three hours and were rel atively unstructured in that 

questions we re posed but official s were permitted to speak free ly on the 

different components of our aid to Indonesia. In speaking direct ly with 
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the officials, the motivations behind the different Departments in the 

development assistance programme could be better understood. The Indon

esian officials pro:vided their evaluation of Canadian ODA. Thi s was useful 

in that the offic'al could provide a perspective that was not biased in 

favour of any federal government agency. It was an evaluation of the 

overall aid programme. Because of lack of concrete written information 

on Canadian-Indonesian relations, the interviews were important in putting 

into perspective Canada's overall interests in that developing country. 

Finally, statistical information was provided through CIDA's 

Annual Review and Statistics Canada. Bilateral disbursements for each 

year l"Iere important in determining the level of aid and in explaining 

these levels. 
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CHAPTER I 

RATIONALITY IN DEVELOPMENT 
ASSISTANCE PROGRAMMES 

Canada's interest in providing development assistance or foreign 

aid initially stemmed from a desire to help the European countries rebuild 

themselves economically after World War II. Canada and the United States 

were the only two countries that had emerged from the war with economies 
1 

that had actually been strengthened. As a result , the Canadian govern-

ment decided to provide assistance to nations that Canada felt an emotional 

attachment toward, for example , Great Britain. 

Since Canadian development assistance in the post World Wa r II days 

was directed at the reconstruction of Europe, aid to newly independent 

Third World countries did not commence until the late 1940's and early 

1950's. The United Nat ions launched a technical assistance programme in 

which Canada participated. The United Nations Expanded Programme of 

Technical Assistance held meetings in Ottawa. The Programme was designed 
2 

to decide upon the machinery to co-ordinate aid operations. 

It was with the launching of the Colombo Plan in 1950 that Canada 
3 

began providing assistance to countrie s outside Europe. Th e Plan was 

designed to hel p the "nev.Jly independent Commonwealth nations in As ia" to 

improve their standard of living. The prime motivation of Western coun-

tries who were partners in the Plan was po litical ; they were concerned 
4 

about the growth of Comm unist influence . Canada had assisted in sett ing 

up the Colombo Pl an which provided Canada wi th an added incenti ve to be 

an active pa rtici pant. 

14 
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The main aim of the Colombo Plan was to stop the spread of commun-

ism in Europe and then Asia. It would also press for a free multi-racial 

Commonwealth. ~Jith these aims in mind, foreign aid 'lIas to serve as a 
5 

"tactical weapon" in the Cold War. Frustrations resulting from a low 

level of economic development could lead poor countries to turn to the 

communist bloc for assistance. By providing them "lith aid that they 

needed, Colombo was, in effect, checking the spread of communism. 

In due time, the Commonwealth countries who had taken the initiative 

to establish the Colombo Plan found that it would be appropriate to attack 

the low standards of living and the related economic and social problems 
6 

in South and Southeast Asia. This was based on the conviction that these 

countries could achieve a "sustained rate of economic growth that would 
7 

yield them a fuller life." 

Keith Spicer takes Canadian motives one step further. According 

to him, Canada, through Colombo, hoped to create a "sympathetic image of 

a peaceful, consci enti ous fri end to rei nforce even modestl y the bases of 
8 

worl d peace." Canada would have liked to have seen these countries fol-
9 

low the "Canadian tradition of keeping our diplomatic hands clean." 

Canada had no overseas empires. She had adopted a policy of non-interference 

in affairs concerning other states . This pol icy should be followed by 

deve l oping countries. Foreign aid was an alternative to expressing an 

interest in other states without having a tangible influence on their 

actions. 

Th e Colombo Plan was the beginning of Canada ' s bil ateral assist-

ance programme outside of Europe. It marked Canada's response to what 

Spicer has termed as i mp overished, ine xperi enced and dislocated administra-
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tions throughout Asia. In comparison to Mao Tse Tung's China, many of the 

newly independent countries in Asia were considered fragile and subject 
10 

to communist subversion. More importantly, however, through the Colombo 

Plan an effort was made to frame a coherent aid policy \'ihich would be in 
11 

harmony with Canadian foreign policy in general. Colombo provided the 

organizational framework for the conduct of Canadian foreign aid. Consis-

tency with the broader goals of foreign policy was a theme that has been 

carried through to the present. 

In time it was realized that large-scale development assistance 

was a more complex challenge than what had initially been conceived. 

Economic and political interests intensified. The sector of the general 

public sought to understand the government's actions. These factors 
12 

resulted in a demand for a more clearly defined aid policy. Canada, 

like other ~Jestern aid donors participating in Colombo, found it necessary 

to outline some type of criteria I'vhich would explain the motivations 

behind having a development assistance programme. The types of assistance 

to different countries and the reasons why there was aid to one nation 

and not to another \'/hen bas i ca ll y the same poverty type condi ti ons pre-

vailed could be determined. The criteria provided a guideline for the 

Canadian government in determining the levels and types of assistance to 

different countries. 

The Government's Motivations in Development Assistance 

In applying the rational actor concept to develo pme nt assistance, 

the actors are defined as federal government agencies who are interested 

in some aspect of development abroad. Th ey have a succinct interest in 

promoting the Canadian i mage abroad. Th eir concern evolves aro und Ca nada ' s 
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own economic and political well-being. A conglomeration of political, 

economic and humanitarian concerns which were prevalent resulted in the 

decision to launch into and continue to participate in an aid programme 

under the Colombo Plan. This action was considered most plausi ble at the 

time since Canada did have some resources that would help Third World 

countries. Failure to participate in Colombo would have placed Canada in 

a position in which they could have been scrutinized and criticized by 

other members of the Western alliance for failing to take seriously their 

obligations tovJard the international commu nity. The level of aDA funding 

was based on the resources that the Ca nad ian government had available for 

the following fiscal year. In any case, the budget for developmen t assist

ance was and continues to be determined well in advance of its spending. 

This alone would suggest that there is rationality in the go vernmen t's 

actions. 
13 

Tri anti s , 
14 

Spicer 
15 

and Reuber have argued that the objectives 

behind Canadian development assistance and for that matter most Wes tern 

aid prog rammes in the 1950's still existed to the same extent in the 1960's. 

The government continued to act in such a way that Canadian interests 

abroad would be ensured . aDA remained to be understood through a trilogy 

of objectives: phi l anthropic, economic and po litical. Triantis def i ned 

ph il anthropy as be ing the res ult of the government 's feeling that provid

ing aid was the ri ght thing to do. Th ere i s a ge nuine concern for the 

peop le of another country. Implicit in the concept of humanitarianism 

was that nothing i s expec t ed in return for the donor country's efforts . 

Economicall y , forei gn aid in vo lves the export of Canadi an products. Ma ny 

of the countries of the Third World are considered r ich in raw mater i als 
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and natural resources which are required by many of the more developed 

nations. Combined, these factors lead to increased export promotion for 

Canada and economi c development for the Thi rd \~orl d country. Po liti ca ll y, 

aid can act as a stabilizing influence and be a move in the direction of 

a peaceful world. Aid can also be used to fill a power vaccuum left by 

another bloc rather than letting a hostile power fill it. 

Triantis has druwn a distinction between 1) the motive or purpose 

served through the Canadian aid prog ramme and 2) the development abroad 
16 

by which the purpose is served. The first can be referred to as the 
17 

motive while the second is the objective. Bird has also drawn this dis-

tinction but he notes that it is not possible to distinguish between the 

two too sharply. However, economic development wou ld be one of the object -
18 

ives by which some Canadian purpose might be served. Here we will not 

be as concerned about the economic developme nt abroad or what happens to 

the ODA in the reci pi ent country as the filot i ves of the Canadi an govern-

ment to provide development assistance. 

Huma nitarian Aid 

Philanthropy i s the most frequently cited reas on for providing 

aid. Too often it is clai med that rich, developed nations have a moral 

obligation to help poor countries. This feeling stemmed from such con-

cepts as Christian charity and social justice as they are applied between 
19 

nations and governments. 

By contrast, others have argued that a government i s an "agency 

of the people," exist ing to promote the pub lic good. Th ey must, therefore, 
20 

act on behalf of the selfish interests of the state it serves . Charity 

toward other countries should not be one of its conscious objectives. 
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The government is often faced with criticism from the unemployed or from 
21 

people in depressed rural areas at home. Representatives from these 

areas feel that the funds going to Third World development could be used 

to improve the living standards or promote economic develo pment on the 

domestic scene. The Canadian government, they feel, has not been totally 

II charitable ll where the needs of these people are concerned. If charity 

is to begin at home, the government should concentrate on developing 

depressed rural areas within Canada before going abroad. The II mora 1 

obligation ll the government feels it has toward people begins here. 
22 

Thomson and Swanson attri bute the lo\>, level of aDA to a lack of 

support from the private sector. Lyon felt that Iidemocrati c governments ll 

are not compelled to Ilact in accordance with the wishes of the majority 
23 

of thei r ci ti zenry on every issue. II If governments felt strongly about 

charitable as s istance they would go ahead and provide it. On the other 

hand, because they seek re-election, the government would think twice 

before handing out aDA without expecting anything in return. Teresa 
24 

Hayter impli ed that there are no charitable aims within political sys-

tems. The conditions placed on aid are directly intended to serve the 

interests of the government providing it. For their ovm survival, states 

do not often prov ide assistance on solely charitable grounds . Humanitar-

ian aid for one underdeveloped country vJOu ld require the same status be 

given to another. Thi s could drain the donor countryls own resources. 

Tri ant i s suggested that the Canadian peop le are ge nerall y apathetic 

toward forei gn aid. Th ey have a meagre know l edge of the nature of the 

government ls deve l opment assistance programlle. Th ey may be somewha t more 

informed on the amount of funding go ing toward aid. Th e un i mportance of 
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aid may render Canadian aid policy more autonomy in that it is free from 

domestic constraints. But to speak of strictly humanitarian aims of 

Canadian foreign aid is, as Escott Reid suggests, lito confuse policy with 

the ethics of individuals moulding it, to mi x government objectives with 
26 

persona 1 moti ves. II Reid felt that there was no philanthropy in foreign 

aid if: 

we of the Western World persist in our present policies 
on aid to poor countries, we will have earned the con
tempt of our children and our grandchildren .... They 
will not easily forgive us for our short sightedness 
and ignorable policy of foreign aid.27 

Authors like Reid feel that philanthropy is not the sole motive behind aid 

programmes. But concern for other human beings is often considered the 

objective of non-governmental organizations and private volunteer activity. 

These groups feel that the worldls resources, both human and ohysical, can 
28 

best be utilized through international cooperation. Small groups can 

better relate to the needs of the recipient country. They would be more 

effective in getting to the root of the problem because of their close 

contact with the people. In this respect, the humanitarian motive cannot 

be underestimated. The ability of non-governmental organizations to 

relate back to the Canadian people the poverty of Third Wo rld countries 

can be an import 3. nt factor in the nature of the governmentls aid programme. 

Public opinion may sometimes go further in its support of external aid 

than the government but its support is of ten unreliable and lose s force 

the moment the probl em of financin g aid through ta xa tion becomes apparent. 

The success of volunteer groups will depend essentially on two 

factors. The first wo uld be the degree of awa reness of the Canadian 

people toward the conditions of poverty in poo r countries, and secondly, 
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the strength of the people's philanthropic motive. As was previously 

mentioned, the extent of aid funding depends on the ability of organiza-

tions to mobilize support. CIDA's non-governmental organizations branch 

provides volunteer activity with a channel to express their views to the 

government. Access of this sort is important in that it provides NGO's 

who are concerned about development abroad with a channel to relate and 

express their views back to some level of government. 

Humanitarianism may be rejected as the official government object-

ive. It is, however, useful in gaining tactical support for aid policies 
30 

so they may be conceived in more rational terms. If an aid programme 

needs justification, the government can always fall back on the moral 

obligation that the rich have toward the poor. 

The economics of philanthropy suggests that humanism may not be 

the only or even the main purpose of Canadian development assistance. 

Foreign aid is more than just a redistribution of vvealth between "haves" 

and "havenots." It involves the transfer of income vvith the condition 

that the money be invested in the recipient country. Development assist-

ance may also result from the desire to project the "Canadian image" 
31 

abroad. 

Economic Motivations 

Economically, aDA has been considered beneficial because it assists 

domestic industry and it provides markets for the donor country. Triantis 

found that foreign aid was conducive to introducing Canadian goods into 

foreign markets . In a nation like Canada which is among the majo r trad-

ing countries of the vmrld, there ex i sted a "vested interest in expa nding 
32 

world trade." As a result, economic interests take on an added 
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significance. Canada's middle power status requires that a healthy 

international trading environment be maintained. 

At one time aid was designed to create an environment in which it 

would no longer be required to rely on foreign aid to achieve sustained 
34 

gro!:~th. The i nterna 1 envi ronment of deve 1 opi ng countri es ,-,'oul d be 

enhanced by promoting economi c development. It Vias assumed that Thi rd 

World countries would eventually become self reliant and stand on their 

own without external financial support. McKinnel l argued that Canada 
35 

shared in the paramount objective of promoting economic development in 

the developing countries of the world. 

More recently, economic motivations for ODA suggest that Canada's 

own interests must be served before those of the recipient country. Tying 

aid is an example of the importance of economi c objectives in an aid 
36 

programme. Approximately eighty percent of Canadian bilateral assist-
37 

ance is tied to products originating from within Canada. The rationale 

behind this is that tied aid tends to command more public support. Tying 

assistance was and remains to be a precautionary measure taken to ensure that 

Canadian aid funds would be spent on the purchase of Canadian goods. Such 

tied aid may not be used in foreign markets for commodities that could be 

purchased in Canada . 

On the other hand, tied aid does not permit the Canadian business 

communi ty to exoand thei r areas of experti se. They vlOul d be getti ng 

demands from those sectors that Canadi an expertise remains unchallenqed. 

Tied assistance would not cover the whole range of capital goods Canada 
38 

could provide. Critics of tied aid argue that if Canada was so sure of 

its competitiveness or preeminence in certain areas, it mi ght have the 
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courage to offer funds for a particular sector but allow the recipient to 
39 

look around for the best bargain. The fact that the Canadian government 

is unwilling to untie aid suggests that Canadian products are not being 

offered at internationally competitive prices. 

Tied aid has been considered lI unfair li because it displaces IInormalli 

trade. Aid to one country can be detrimental to the develo pment of 
40 

another. Mettrick uses the example of Uganda's exports of cotton to 
41 

India being damaged by U.S. shipments. Sanger cited some problems that 

developing countries have experienced as a result of assistance being 

tied. He notes Botswana where social development fell behind economic 

development. Botswana had to deal with a whole range of new problems. 

Resources allocated to foreign aid served directly to stimulate 

the grmvth of the Canadi an economy by contri huti ng to the 1 eve 1 of prod-
42 

uction, export and employme nt rate. Asher found this to be especially 

true in the case of American foreiQn aid. The economic rationale behind 

U.S. commitment to development is that it was good business. It widened 

the markets for U.S. exports and it provided new opportunities for prod-

uctive private investment. Aid buildt more promising lower cost resources 

of supply for imports and it introduced the low income world into the 

ground rules for the conduct of internati onal trade and international 

finance transactions. This permitted the les s developed country to become 
43 

more responsible pa rtners . A similar case can be made for Britain 

where "commercial considerations alone would suff ice to justify pa rtici pa -

t;on in the aid effort, both bilater all y and throuQh international 
44 

cooperation. 1I Canada would find herself in a simil ar s ituation. Like 

most Western donors , Canada has become increasingly dependent on Third 
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World countries for the supply of certain raw materials and for markets. 

Firms and corporations have invested heavily in poor countries to take 
45 

advantage of the resources and markets. The government would tend to 

support these firms if only for the financial backing they can provide 

the government. 

Alternately, poor countries make poor markets. Asher, while he 

found that development ~as good business, also noted that better markets 

can help the U.S. only if they are willing to buy more in Third World 

countries to permit the developing nation to purchase more American prod-
46 

ucts. Because Third World countries have often been considered to be 
47 

unreliable sources for a very limited range of imports the majority of 

trade remains to be between developed countries. Despite the need for 
48 

diversification Canada has established hRr trading partners with other 

Western developed nations and will seek to maintain them. In fact, Lyon 

noted that over ninety percent of Canada's trad2 continues to be with 
49 

other developed countries, especially the U.S. He also felt that Canad-
50 

i an trade wi th the Thi rd Worl d \'.JOul d increase if an "economi c tradeoff II 

occurred in these countries. On the other hand , develo ped economies must 

continue to expand if they want to maintain their oresent living stand-
51 

ards. Developing countries, because they have the resources, can assure 

this expansion. 

Because aid is tied, it is considered an inj ection of capital 
52 

which created jobs and is, therefore, a direct investment. Th is is 

considered one of the ma in short-term benefits of aid. But because of 

the size of Canada's ai d budget, an ambitio us role in stimulating economic 

activity of this sort is denied. Aid should be synchronized vlith periods 
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of sluggishness. However, we cannot impose shipments of aid, we are left 
53 

with unsold surpluses in the Canadian economy especially in the area of 

food aid. 

Opening up new markets by introducing Canadian goods and services 

and by establishing standards for products are considered long term effects 

of aid. But here the government runs the risk of endangering future ex-

ports through their "awkward" attempts to secure a "foothold" in competi-

tive markets. In order to protect Canadian exports from the rigours of 

international competition, Canada must increase world trade. Canadian 
54 

exporters may be building up customers but they are also creating rivals. 

And on its own Canada woul d 1 ack the Ilmuscl e" to create any substanti a 1 

increase in world trade. 

The economic rationale for aid suggests that it is a selective 

process. The allocative criteriawere ·in favour of those countries which 
55 

are willing and able to absorb Canadian exports. Furthermore, the 

transformation of developing countries into "authentic commerci al part-
56 

ners ll supposedly is something those countries desire as much as Canada. 

Political Mot ivations 

David Wall, in The Charity of Nations, argued that the existence 

of an aid progr amme i mp li ed that a po litical decision had been taken to 

transfer in one way or another, resources from taxpayers in rich countries 
57 

to various grou ps of peop l e in poo r countries. From the very onset, 

there are pol itical interests in aid. Often they are disguised by huma n-

itarian or economic motives. Canada 1s initi al interest in aid through 

Co l ombo was polit ical- - to create a sympa thet ic image and es tablish a free, 

mu lti-raci al Commonwealth. The choice of countries of concentration 
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suggested that politica l motives were active when the government sel ected 

these countries. Canada will provide assistance to communist countries , 

but its policy in this respect is very selective. More recently po l it-

ical motivations evolve around the desire to "thwart the expa n9ion of 

unwanted political ideologies and systems ... foreign aid is an alter-
58 

native way to purchase security. " 

In the late 1950 l s and early 1960 l s Canada1s foreign policy was 

opposed to communism and a predominant fear at the time \r.Jas its spread. 

The security objective was most clearly defined in countries such as 

Vietnam, Korea, Thailand and Formosa. This area was considered to be in 

the periphery of the Soviet empire. The U.S. provided large amounts of 

assistance to these countries. It would enable them to maintain mil i tary 

establi shments which would be ca pable of dealinq with actual or threatened 
59 

aggression. Canada shared in this objective. To build up the political 

systems of developing countries was, in effect, creating barriers to re-

si s t antagonistic forces. Canada1s aid was systematically refused to 

countries hosti le to Canadian policy. Unt i l the mid-1960 I s, Spi cer notes 

that Indonesia , Ghana and Guinea were eligible for only limited Canadian 
60 

aid. North Ko rea was not considered eli gible. 

Spicer felt t hat the anti-communist th eo ry was not tho ught th roug h 

very thoroughly in terms of feasible alternatives . The theory assumed 

that because Weste rn count ries we re providing ass i sta nce they wo uld exoect 
61 

pro-Weste rn behaviour in the recipient1s diplomacy. This was considered 

to be one of the strings attached to aid. The polarizat i on of nations 

and Co ld War tensions do not exis t to the same extent today as in the 

early 1960 1s . But the need to contain comnunism r ema in s to be an impo r t2.nt 

goa l in Western po li tica l systems . 
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A reduction of Canada's forces in NATO and NORAD may have helped 

to increase spending on foreign aid. Rather than playa suoerficial role 

in these alliances, Canada would aim to become one of the two "leading 

nations of the world in the struggle against poverty and anarchy in the 
62 

hungry two-thirds of the world." Hence, aid has become a defence and 

security strategy. 

A high volume of Canadian aid was needed to encourage other West-

ern donors to be generous. In the early 1960 ' s President Kennedy felt that: 

the burden of sustaining foreign assistance is falling 
unfairly upon the U.S. and that industrialized countries 
can and should do more than they are doing .... Among our 
specific aims should be for Canada to raise the volume 
of aid.63 

Increasing Canada's aid would have heartened the U.S. to at least maintain 
64 

and perhaps enlarged their present assistance. Canada was to take the 

lead in this respect. 

Claire Culhane, through her experiences in Vietnam, found that 

Canadian assista nce did little to fulfill the purpose it claimed but 

rather, the "governmentls aid programme, being part of the overall polit-

ical policy of the donor government, becomes another facet of its foreign 
65 

po 1 i cy. II Culhane also suggested that in the case of Vietnam Canada 
66 

played the role of the "butcher's helper." Aid, then, was to serve th e 

purpose of impressing other part icipants of the Western alliance. The 

Canadian government was more likel y to respo nd to these countries than 

to the needs of devf~ 1 ori ng nati ons. Thi sis further exnressed vthen the 

volume of Canadian aid to specific countries is compared with other West-

ern donors; it is directl y rel ated to th at of the other donors. In 

other words, the government stressed quantity rather than quality , 
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Stemming from the Cold War, aid was to serve as a tactic in the 

preservation of peace. Economic development was to bring develo ping 
67 

countries stability. Developing countries would then be less temoting 

"prey. " 

Innovations such as television, radio and rapid means of trans

portation have been identified by social scientists as creating a "horizon 
68 

of rising expectations," which when frustrated can lead to political 

tenslons. Therefore, those in control of aid programmes will want to keep 

the developing nation happy. As long as these countries have before them 

a reasonable prospect for the improvement of their living standards, they 
69 

will not become unduly excited by the standard of living of others. Aid, 

then, subliminates the so-called "revolution of rising expectations" into 

the eminent task of economic construction. 

The fact that eighty percent of aid is tied sugges ts that pol it-

ical strings attached to assistance are still prevalent today . It forces 

developing countries to buy from their Western counterparts, thus reducing 

the amount of contact these countries have with nations outside the West-

ern alliance. This is another way in which Canada could do its part in 

transforming Third \~orld countries into politicC11 and commercial adver-

saries. 

In recent years, a fear has stemmed from the fact that Third \~or ld 

countries are frustrated. The disparity between the developed and the 

underdeveloped may produce "violent economic upheavals and wo rld -wide 
70 

revolution if the balance is not reduced." Of the major prob l ems 

Canada faces, Ivan Head, President of the International Development 

Research Cen tre, po inted to the continuing gap between the north and 
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south as being the most urgent. If Third Wo rld countries we re to revolt, 

Canada would be in a vulnerable position and in an even more vulnerable 
71 

one if trade with the U.S. should happen to be cut off. Hence, there 

is an added incentive behind Canadian aid. 

The preceding pages have discussed the Canadian government's inter-

est in development assistance as it \lIas outlined in the secondary sources. 

It was generally agreed upon that there were three underlying motives: 

humanitarian, economic and political. Humanitarian concerns are often 

the instigating factor behind an aid programme. A developed country may 

be introduced to the problems of a poor nation throuqh a voluntary agency 

that has been involved in trying to improve living standards. Economic 

objectives result when the wealth in terms of natural resources of the 

poor are recognized. The need to maintain this wealth results in the 

political motivation to keep the aid programme and to provide the security 

to do so. The overwhelming emphasis on the political objective suggests 

that the decision to initiate in a country aid programme is somel'/hat more 

complex than it has been outlined by Traintis and that economic and human-
72 

itarian links have only a marginal effect on political interests. 

The Voice of Governme nt 

To substantiate the arguments laid out in the secondary sources 

it i s necessary to look at the official statements of government leaders . 

In their support of the trilogy argument, po litical l eaders validate the 

rationality of the government 's interest in development assistance. 

Secondly, the statements of po litical l eaders are imoortant in that they 

often are more directly involved in the aDA proO, ramme and are required 

to back development assistance to the recipient countries. Therefore, 
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in the following section, the official position of th e Canadian government 

regarding development assistance is examined first through s tatements of 

leaders and then through written documents such as White Pa pers. 

Canadian political leaders would support the basic arguments 

presented by Triantis: that participation in a development assistance 

programme was the re sult of an interplay of humanitarian , economic and 

political motives. Paul Martin, in a series of speeches on Canadi an for

eign affairs, made while he was Secretary of State for Ext ernal Affairs, 

stated that he regarded: 

humanitarian considerations to be foremost in the minds 
of those who su pported and su s tained the princi ple of 
Canadian foreign aid to developing countries. 73 

Mitchell Sharp suoported Martinis position when he spoke to the Canadian 

Manufacturers Associ ation in 1969. He hoped that the aid offer ed by 

Canada would give some people the IIsinew they needed to raise and case 
74 

aside the cruel wei ght of ar. unjus t and unprincipled government. 'I Both 

Shar p and Martin were cl earl y speaking out agains t the inju stices of cer

t ain political sys t ems . Paul Gerin-Lajoie, President of the Canadian 

Internati onal Develo pment Age ncy (CIDA) at t he time , found that becaus e 

of a "pe rsonal involvement" by t he Ca nadi an peopl e, deve lopment ass istance 

had a hu ma ni stic foundation. Pri me Mini s t er Trudeau hi mse lf in corrment-

i ng on Canada ls f ore i gn aid progr amme in the 1970 ls not ed th at i f he : 

we r e t o i dentify any s i ngl e criteri on by "'fhi ch I hope 
Canada ls presence in the Wo rl d woul d be j ud ge d, I hope 
it vJO ul d be its huma ni sm , its pursuit of soc i al j us ti ce ... 
a ded icat io n t o the i mo rovement of the bas ic human 
co ndit i on in every "" ay' we are caoa bl e and whi ch i s 
li ke ly i n the long ru n to be of some ef f ect . 76 

The i dea of doing some thi ng without expec ti na re turns in te rms of the 

di fferent officia l s ' attitudes i nvo l ved taking sta nds aaa i nst ce r ta i n 
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governments or pursuing social justice. Not one of the officials mentioned 

the actual transfer of material goods. 

In examining the economic rationale for development assistance, 

Paul Martin in commenting on the concept of "tied aid" stated in his 

speeches that: 

so lonq, however, as we continue to provide develooino 
countr~es with goods and services wh~ch Canada can -
supply on an internationally competitive basis, I think 
a good case can be made for ~ country like Canada to 
provide aid that way [tied]. 7 

In a comment in Partners in Development, Pearson found that aid tying 

imposed costs on the recipient country. It required them to purchase 

goods at prices substantially higher than those in competitive world 
78 

prices. Trudeau, in essence, agreed with Pearson in that tied aid: 

diminishes the real value of development assistance by 
increasing the cost. Yet an element of tying with the 
immediate benefit it implies for Canadian production 
may be an important factor in assurinQ wide domestic 
support for the aid programme. 79 

In contrasting the position of officials on the subject of IItied assist-

ancel' Pearson and Trudeau v/ere clearly aware of its i mp lications. Martin, 

howeve r, tended to feel that having Canadian goods in the market at inter-

nationally competitive prices was the most important aspect of aid. Both 

~1artin and Trudeau seemed to agree that Canadian goods and se rvices needed 

to be promoted and, therefore, tyi ng aid vias acceptable. Both men sug-

gested that Canada's own economic interests we re to be served before we 

could concern ourse lves with the needs of the developing country. 

The po litical rationale, as far as it concerned officials, for 

ODA may be traced back to the ea rl y 1950' s when Pearson, then Secretary 

of State for External Affairs reported to the Ho use of Commons the 
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results of the Colombo Conference. He explicitly stated that "Communist 

expansion may now spillover into Southeast Asia as well as the Middle 
80 

Eas t. II In referring to Southeast Asian countries in ge neral, Pearson 

claimed that if: 

we feel that if you [could] help these countries hel p 
themselves and to raise their standard of living, that 
in itself is a good way of stopping communism. 8T 

In the early 1960 1 s, Howard Green, Secretary of State in the Diefenbaker 

government, spoke in the House of Commons about the success of Canadian 

aid. He felt that Canada had been a: 

lot more effective in galnlng friends for Canada than 
has been the case with aid from some other nations 
which are now being critical of us .... We are able to 
make J igger fellows of ourselves and win more friends 
for Canada. 82 

During this period threat of communist expansion re~lained prevalent. 

To be able to keep in contact with developinq countries and to be on 

friendly terms was indirectly checking this expansion. In the late 1960 l s 

when this fear was no longer as strong, Martin noted that: 

I do not conceive of forei gn aid as a means of imposing 
our politicol views and attitudes on the develooing 
countries. That in my mind would be a self-defeating 
objective. It would create hostility instead of con
fidence .... Not onl y would a forei gn aid programme 
with po litical strings be self-defeat ing, but it would 
be unrea listic. 83 

From this statement, it appeared that Martin would not support ODA when 

it se rved the function of developing a Wes t ern type political system. 

However, l ate r in the same speech, Martin said that if lithe ulti ma te 

effect of forei gn aid is intended to be eco nomic, its po litical s i gn if-
84 

icance can hardly be overesti mated. 11 It was mentioned ear li er that 

ei ghty percent of aid remains to be tied to the procurement of Canad ian 
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goods and services. This alone would suggest that there are very definite 

political strings attached to Canadian aid. Lacking in Martinis statement 

was the notion of "buying friends." Rather, the views of ~Jeste rn polit-

ical systems would be i mposed on developing countries. All an MacEachen, 

as Secretary of State, claimed that Canada wou ld be expected to playa key 

role in assisting with "bridge-building" between ~Jestern industrialized 
85 

societies and the Third World. Canada would have to do its part in 

transforming the Third World into political and commercial partners. 

The government's official position on foreign aid as stated by 

officials substantiated the rationality of the government's approach as 

it was outlined by Triantis. The trilogy of motives was also present in 

the White Paper. 

that: 

In response to humanitarianism, the government's policy outlined 

developme nt assistance will be an important and integra l 
programme toward achieving the basic aims to improve the 
quality of life and social justice within the domest ic 
and foreign environment in which Canadians have to live 
and work in the remaining decades of this century.86 

According to this statement, foreign aid was deemed important because of 

a desire to have humanitarianism enhanced. 

Economi ca ll y, the Paper notes that one of the pri mary moti yes of 
87 

Canadian development assistance would be economic and soc ial development. 

This is further stressed in the Strategy pape r when it is stated that 

development assistance i s to support the efforts of developing countries 

in fostering "economic grovlth and the evoluti on of their socia l systems . " 

\'Ih atever the needs of the developi ng country I'l i ght be, Canadian aid 

ens ures that our commercial interests will benefit . 

88 
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The l:lhite Paper implied that the Canadian government would try t o 

influence developing countries to follow the type of government found in 

Western type political systems: 

... development assistance will tend to be concentrated 
in countries whose governments pursue external and 
internal policies that are broadly consistent with 
Canadian values and attitudes. The aovernment beli eves 
that the development objectives can complement and 
reinforce other Canadian obj ectives in the developing 
country.89 

The frustrations of the developing countries can be detri me ntal to 

Canadian interests. The Paper suggests that this frustration is: 

.. . likely to manifest itself in various ways. Developing 
countries will increasingl y set aside their political 
differences to form regional blocs that will urge and put 
pressure on developed countries to adopt policies th at 
will accommodate the needs of developing countries. 90 

The Pape r clearl y stressed the imp lications of these frustratio ns. They 

will lead to a sense of impotence that will make the strugg le to gain a 

more eq uitable distribution of needed resources more bitter. 

Stemming from the need to outline some type of criteri a , the 

humanitarian , economic and political motivati ons th at dominated Ca nadi an 

f or ei gn aid in its initi al yea r s have resul ted in a systemati c way t o 

study ODA. Ther e is a ge neral ag r eement be t\'leen the secondary sources 

and the government's stated pos iti on on this ap proach. Li ke other We s t -

ern donors , th e Canadi an ~ o vernment sought to answe r ques ti ons r eg ardi ng 

de vel opme nt ass i stance us ing the ar gume nts in t he tr il ogy . In adop ting 

t hi s fr amewo r k, the gover nme nt hoped to justify devel opment ass i sta nce 

prog r amme s to certai n cou ntri es and not to othe r s as we ll as l evel s of 

ODA to reci pi ent co unt ries . The ut il ity of t hi s fr amev/ork \'Iill be exami ned 

i n th ree t i me pe ri ods in the fo ll ow i ng chap t er s f or a single country ai d 

progr amme . 
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CHAPTER II 

ORIGINS OF CANADIAN ODA TO INDONESIA 

Immediately after the war with the emphasis placed on the recon

struction of Europe~ there was little activity in Canadian relations with 

Indonesia in the area of development assistance or foreign policy in gen

eral. In the period from 1949 when Indonesia received independence until 

1968 when the Canadian foreign policy review was conducted~ this feature 

would continue to be prevalent in Canadian-Indonesian relations. It would 

be further reflected in the flow of development assistance to the country, 

An overall lack of interest which was accompanied by a lack of awareness 

of the poverty of this third world country could characterize Canadian

Indonesian development assistance in the period 1949-1968. A limited 

amount of assistance was provided in the form of food aid grants as well 

as receiving students from Indonesia in Canada under the Colombo Plan. 

Canada was not involved directly in any extensive bilateral assistance 

that would help the nation overcome its economic backwardness. On the 

other hand~ Canada did provide Short Take-off and Landing (STOL) aircraft 

at one point but the utility of that type of assistance needs to be 

ques tioned. 

In this chapter~ the factors that may have caused this lack of 

interest or awareness of the disparity of the people of Indonesia are 

examined. The Canadian government's decision not to provide Indonesia 

with extensive ODA was initially a direct result of the importance Canada 

placed on this developing country prior to 1968. The governmen t placed 
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priority on Commonwealth ties and stemming from this was the fact that 

Canadian aid would be directed accordingly. During 1949-1968, Canada's 

peacekeeping role dominated over extending aid to countries which had been 

granted a low priority position in the government's areas of interest. 

Finally, the type of government Canada would be dealing with in the case 

of Indonesia prohibited Canada from providing assistance to that country. 

The Canadian government had no desire to get involved with the military 

type of regime that Sukarno led and especially not after the confrontation 

with Ma 1 ays i a . 

Overall Importance of Southeast Asia 

One of the major factors directly related to a lack of interaction 

between the Canadian and Indonesian governments in the area of development 

assistance was a result of the importance Canada placed on Southeast Asia. 

Prior to 1968 this regionOccupiedonly a minor role in the government's 

external relations. Canadians were not aware of the prevalence of poverty, 

illiteracy and disease in the area and for those who did have some concep-

tion of it, they argued that it was unimportant in comparison with the 
1 

vivid problems of India, Pakistan and Ceylon. When Southeast Asia was 

discussed in forums in the House of Commons, for example, these discus-

sions evolved around communist expansion. After the Colombo Conference 

of 1950, Pearson, who at the time was the Secretary of State for Externa l 

Affairs, reported to the House of Commons that: 

Comnunist expans ion may now ~p ill over into Southeast 
Asia. . .. If Southeast Asia and South Asia are not 
to be conquered by Communism, we of the democratic 
vwrld ... must demonstrate that it is V.Je and not the 
Russians ~ho stand for national li beration and economic 
progress. 
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Even in this sense~ it was not Southeast Asia that was to be the issue of 

major concern to th e Canadian government. Rather, this interest was a 

reflection of the "falling dominos theory;11 that if Southeast Asia were 

to fall into the hands of the Communist Bloc, then before long~ other more 

important areas would fall into the same trap. At this point~ no refer-

ence had been made to the poverty of the countries of Southeast Asi a . 

On one occasion, aid to Southeast Asia was discussed in the House 

of Commons with reference to the Korean crisis and the possibility of com-

plementing the defense budget that the government had for the area. 

Pearson1s reaction to this was that while Canada would do its part: 

These countries themselves would do everything in their 
power to raise the standards of living of their people. 
That means a strong and stable government~ government as 
strong and stable as they can fi nd in th e present ci rc um
stances. It also me ans that they should devote some of 
their resources to economic and social development. 3 

Pearson1s statement clearly suggested that while there was an awareness 

of the turbulance in Southeast Asia ~ Canada was unwilling at the time to 

take on the responsibility of providing development assistance to help 

overcome some of the problems the area was havin g. To develop th eir econ-

omies was a t ask that th ese countries should take upon themselves. Pear-

son felt th at too much of the budget of Southeast Asi an na tions was being 
4 

spent on their defens e rather th an on their own economic and soci al 

development. If th e roles we re reversed, th e Western pO\'Jers who we re more 

ca pabl e of defendin g the area coul d t ake on defense responsi biliti es in 

Southeast Asi a . Th e Third World countr i es would th en be able to con ce n-

trat e on thei r own economi c devel opmen t rather t han de votin g the ir budgets 

t o defense. As we ll as be i ng a di rec t res ult of t he vag ue concepti on 

Canada had of So utheast Asia, Pearso n1 s att i tude ref l ected a factor that 
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will be discussed in greater detail later; that of St . Laurent1s preoccupa-

tion with peacekeeping. 

During the 1950 l s and 1960 1s, Canada became more familiar with 

Southeast Asia through peacekeeping activities and through relations with 

China and Japan. While Canada had established a presence in the area 

through these means, Southeast Asia remained to be a vague concept in the 

minds of those people who decided upon ODA allocations for underdeveloped 

countries. Even where there was acknowledgement of the low living stand-

ards in Southeast Asia, no effort was made to rectify the situation. 

If Southeast Asia maintained a low priority position in Canadian 

foreign affairs during the late 1940 l s and well into the 1950 l s Indonesia 

would not occupy a position of any great importance in Canada1s external 

relations. Rather, Indonesia would be considered as just one among many 

countries in Southeast Asia and the Canadian government would treat them 

accordingly. Officials in Ottawa made no apparent efforts to familiarize 

themselves with the developmental needs of Indonesia and, therefore, no 

effort was made to extend any substantial amounts of ODA to them. 

Government Priorities--St. Laurent 

A major factor shaping the image Canada had of Southeast Asia--and 

a factor directly responsible for the lack of ODA provided to Indonesia--

was Canada1s relationship with other Commonwealth countries. To a large 

extent, Commonwealth ties determin ed the direction of Canadian development 

assistance. Th e St. Laurent government felt that a large percentage of 
5 

Canadian aid should be directed toward India, Pakistan and Ceylon. In 

referring to Southeast Asia, Pearson, St. Laurent1s Secretary of St ate 

for External Affairs, related Canada 1s concern for the people in the area 
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to Ii our close relationship to the United Kingdom, Australia, New Zealand 
6 

and the three Asian members of the Commonwealth." Pearson stressed the 

importance of the social and economic development of the countries of 

Southeast Asia but he felt that this should be left largely to these coun-

tries themselves. He did feel, however, that it was the responsibility 

of the Canadian government to do what they could to improve the economic 

conditions of non-communist Asia. 

~~e [the Canadi an government] must try to work wi th rather 
against the forces struggling for a better life in that 
part of the World [Southeast Asia]. Such cooperation may 
in the long run become as important for the defense of 
freedom--and therefore for the defense of Canada--as 
sending an army to Europe .... 7 

Concern over Communist expansion reflected back to a previous statement 

made by Pearson - - that of the fall i ng domi nos theory. Communi s t expans i on 

would go beyond Southeast Asia to include other developing countries. 

Sooner or later Western powers would find themselves isolated from other 

areas of the World. Surrounded by antagonistic powers, communist influ-
8 

ence would rub off on Western powers, including Canada. It was, there-

fore, necessary to cooperate in controlling communist infiltration in 

Southeast Asia before its spread got totally out of hand. 

Pearson, in the same statement, went on to say that: 

For Canada to supply either capital or the technical 
assistance in any substantial volume would mean consider
able sacrifice, now that the demands of our new de~ense 
programme are imposing new strains on our economy. 

Pearson felt that Canada could not be expected to accept res ponsibility 

for the areals defense. To Pearson, the protection of Southeast Asia 
10 

should be a collective responsibility of Western powers. Canada would 
11 

act upon recomme ndati ons made by the UN. Th e governme nt ran ke d defense 
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as being increasingly more important than development assistance. The 

extent to which defense had priority became apparent when the St. Laurent 

government was unwilling to alter the defense budget to help alleviate 

the poverty that prevailed in Indonesia and other countries of Southeast 

Asia. Nor was the St. Laurent government willing to alter the defense 

budget to help in defending Southeast Asia which, again, pointed to the 

unimportance the area had in Canada's external affairs. However, the St. 

Laurent government did in fact admit that it was vaguely aware of the need 

for development assistance for these countries but because Southeast Asia 

did not fall into one of the categories of the government's foreign policy 

priorities, ODA was not considered. 

At one point, aid to Indonesia was mentioned in the House of Com

mons by Maurice Boisvert (Lib. Nicolet-Yamaska). Boisvert quoted St. 

Laurent in considering the need to increase relations with Asia as a result 

of a: 

... desire of our people to assist our Asia friends to 
improve th eir social and economic conditions .... We 
must deal with them in the realization that while we may 
seem to have much to give, they too have a very important 
contribution to make to the general welfare of the World. 12 

St. Laurent was referring to the Commonwealth countries of Asia. However, 

Boisvert felt that this assistance should be extended beyond certain coun-

tries to include Indonesia, Africa and some countries of South Ame rica. 

On hi s world tour in 1954, St. Laurent vi s ited Indonesia and reported 

that Indonesians had expressed an interes t in Canada and Canadian efforts 

to build a strong and unified nation. Canada was considered a new coun-

try and in ma ny ways still a developing one to the Indonesian officials. 

The official s fe lt that to ma intain the rate of growth Canada had 
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experienced~ good relations would be required with the whole world includ-

ing Third World countries. This growth would provide an element of stab-

ility that vJOuld be of benefit to the "v/hole world in its intercourse in 
13 

the fami ly of nati ons. II Indonesian officials seemed to express an 

interest in Canadals developmental efforts and considered it something 

that they would be able to learn from. But at no point did St. Laurent 

mention the possibility of extending aid to Indonesia nor~ according to 
14 

his report to the House of Commons was there reason to believe that St. 

Laurent introduced the idea of Canada assisting Indonesia in 'its develop-

mental efforts. The reason for this had been suggested previously--the 

prime minister emphasized the importance of Commonwelath ties. Indonesia 

was not a Commonwealth country and~ therefore~ was not considered eligible 

for Canadian development assistance. 

During the early 1950 ls Canadian involvement in the Pacific also 

took the form of participation in United Nations peacekeeping activities 

and through a truce supervisory role in the International Control and 

Supervision Commission (ICC). This reflected another cornerstone of the 

St. Laurent government--the preoccupation toward the UN and the importance 

of peacekeeping. One of the governmentls foreign policy goals had been 

lithe acceptance of international responsibility in keeping with our con-
15 

ception of our role in world affairs." The UN was viewed as an inter-

national forum where nations could air disputes. Its primary function 

was the maintenance of peace. The UN was also a body where the Canadian 

position in the international arena could be enhanced. On the other 

hand~ the ICC permitted Canada to estab lish itself in the peacekeeping 

role St. Laurent felt was so important. Acceptance of this funct ion 
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permitted the government to escape American pressure for direct involvement 

and, rather, take on a role of token military support in conflicts in 
16 

Southeast Asia while at the same time becoming the Western member of 
17 

the tripartite for Indochina. 

Another impeding factor that had an impact on Canadian-Indonesian 

aid relations during the early 1950 l s was administrative. In 1951 Cabinet 

agreed to entrust the responsibility of aid administration to the Depart-
18 

ment of Trade and Commerce rather than the Department of External Affairs. 

Bruneau et al. noted that the result of the Cabinet decision was a three 

prong policy by which the Department of Trade and Commerce was responsible 

for administration; the Department of External Affairs continued to control 
19 

policy and the Department of Finance for Budgetary control. With the 

"three prong po licy" there was an overlap in the duti es of t he diffe ren t 

departments. In the initial stages, the extent to which departments could 

agree on the status of different countries had a direct bearing on whether 

or not assistance should be granted. The inability of federal government 

departm2nts to be unified in their approach toward development assistance 

hampered the possibility of extending aid to Indonesia; a country that 

already maintained a low profile in the government1s external relations. 
20 

Furthermore , with the input of the Colombo Plan senior civil servants 

Indonesia would not rank very high on the list of eligibl~ recipients. 

In the years immediately after Indonesia received independence 

and until Di efenbaker came to power, Canada maintained a low profile in 

terms of providing ODA to Indonesia. Th e main reason for this was the 

predominance t he Commonwea lth relationshi p had on Canadian foreign policy. 

As a result, Canada 1s foreign aid was to be directed on ly to Commonwea lth 
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nations. The Commonwealth priority was an important factor in influencing 

the narrow conception the St. Laurent government had of the world. Aside 

from the Commonwealth relationship, Canada's involvement in Southeast 

Asia took the form of peacekeeping which was quite far removed from extend-

ing aid. Keeping the peace was seen as one of Canada's primary roles, 

and resources were to be provided for this function before aid to a non-

Commonwealth country. 

The Diefenbaker Government 

With the Diefenbaker government there was a notable expansion of 

Canadian aid beyond Colombo Plan countries. Sidney Smith, the Secretary 

of State, commented in the House of Commons on the various aspects of 

Canadian foreign policy. Regarding development assistance he stated that: 

We also recognized the needs of emerging antions and 
territories in the Commonwealth which are not eligible 
for assistance under the Colombo Plan. I am thinking 
particularly of the African area. We are proposing to 
extend the benefits of our technical assistance programme 
to Commonwealth areas in that region. 2l 

The Diefenbaker government, while broadening the scope of Canadian aid, 

would continue to stress the Commonwealth connection and direct assistance 

accordingly. ODA was to be extended to the newly independent Commonwealth 

states of Africa and the Caribbean. Great Britain and other Commonwealth 

co untries were directing development assistance to these areas. 

On the other hand, Diefenbaker did recognize Indones ia as being 

a possible market for the sa l e of defense equipment. Prior to becoming 

prime minister, Diefenbaker responded to a criticism in the House of 

Commons regarding the fact that Canada was not purchasing defense require-

ments in the United Kingdom to the extent that they should. Diefenbaker 

commented that: 



We sent delegations to Colombo. According to a recent 
issue of the New York Times there is a market in India 
and Indonesia that can be developed. . . . The delega
tions went over there and they returned without letting 
us know what had been done about explorin~ the possibil
ities of trade with India and Indonesia. 2 
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To meet the requirements of membership in the Commonwealth, Diefenbaker 

was determined to increase defense spending if it meant extending sales 

beyond the range of Commonwealth ties. This would involve selling defense

related equipment to a country with which Canada otherwise had little or 

no contact. 

In January of 1958 Sidney Smith, in commenting on the distribution 

of Canadian aid, noted that the need for development assistance was just 

as great in non-Colombo Plan countries as in the Colombo Plan developing 

nations. Smith was referring primarily to Africa but did touch upon Asia 

when he said that Canada recognized the needs of emergent nations and 

territories in the Commonwealth which were not eligible for assistance 

under Colombo. Eight months later, Howard Green, who replaced Smith, 

announced that: 

We have completed discussions with a number of non
Commonwealth countries, notably Indonesia, Burma and 
Vietnam out of which has emerged a programme that will 
absorb about $2 million of the Colombo Plan appropria 
tion voted by Parliament for 1958-1959, the last fiscal 
year. This programme comprises the provision ... of 
three Otter aircraft to Indonesia to assist that coun
try in the development of its widely scattered island 
economy.23 

This was the first positive step taken by the Canadian government to 

assist Indonesia in its development efforts. Although it may have been 

the type of assistance they wanted, it was not the type of assistance 

that the Indonesian people seemed to need the most. Rather, food aid 

would have been more beneficial to help the country overcome the acute 
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24 
food shortages from which they were suffering. It was questionable 

whether the country had the people qualified to operate Otter aircraft 

originating from Canada. Nonetheless, beyond the mention of the needs of 

Third World countries outside Colombo and the Commonwealth, this was the 

first time in Indonesia's case that the Canadian government actually took 

definite action to assist the people of this developing country. 

In the following two fiscal years, the Diefenbaker government con-

tinued to provide a minimum amount of assistance to Indonesia; however, 

this time due to acute food shortages it was in the form of food aid. 

For the fiscal year (FY) 1959-1960 Indonesia received a grant of $350,000 

in wheat flour. Along with a similar grant, three Otter aircraft were 

provided to assist in the development of inter-island communications the 
25 

following FY. 

TABLE I shows the level of Canadian assistance to Indonesia for 

the years 1957-1967. While this aid may have been a starting point, in 

comparison to other countries it was still meagre. As the table shows, a 

direct relationship between aid and Commonweal .th interests becomes appar-

ent. Aid allocations to Indonesia decreased in 1963 when the country 

was actively engaged in the Confrontation with Malaysia. aDA more than 

doubled in 1966-1967 when Sukarno lost his effective power and the new 

Suharto government took control. 

Diefenbaker continued to carry out St. Laurent's traditional role 

of keeping Canada active in peacekeeping. Green stated in the House of 

Commons that: 

the part Canada has taken and is playing in fo rmer 
Indochina is a good example of the very large field we 
have in peacekeepi ng activities and this is one of the 
most useful types of work our nation can do. 26 
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1950-60 

grants 2,372,698 

loans 

Tota 1 2,372,698 

Percentage 
increase 

TABLE I 

Canadian Contributions to I ndonesia 
Under t he Colombo Plan 

1950-1967 

(allocations in dollars) 

1960-61 1961-62 1962- 63 1963-64 

578,469 548,106 490,025 506,665 

578,469 548,106 490,025 506,665 

- 5.89 - 1. 59 5.45 -5.65 

1964- 65 1965-66 1966- 67 

478,000 85,000 324,000 

478,000 85,000 324,000 

-8.24 48.5 

Source : Canada: External Aid Offi ce, 1966-1967 Annual Review (Ottawa : Queen's Printer and 
Contro 11 er of Stati onary, 1967), p. 23. 
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As with the St. Laurent government, Diefenbaker preferred to commit re-

sources to peacekeeping in other areas as opposed to aid. Keeping the 

peace was considered the most important contribution Canada could make to 

the \vorl d. Hmvever, ' the esca 1 ati on of fi ghti ng in 1965, it coul d be 

argued that the peacekeeping function that took so much of the government's 
27 

time and money was more a myth than reality and that these funds could 

have been better utilized for development assistance. 

By the early 1960's, some commercial relations had developed be-

tween Canada and Indonesia as TABLE II shows. The extent of the trade 

relationship in the early 1960's was not that great but it did provide a 

balance in favour of Canada, and it did assist in enhancing Canada's status 

as a trading nation. As with the level of development assistance, the 

trade relationship decreased considerably during 1962-1965. Again, in 

1966-1967, with the change in government in Indonesia, trade relations 

resumed to the levels prior to 1962. 

Structural changes took place within the administration procedures 

of Canadian foreign aid. In 1960 the newly formed External Aid Office 

(EAO) would represent a "bold attack on the political and structural 
28 

defect of the early administration.'1 The Diefenbaker government found 

the "prong system" to be unv.Jieldy and little or nothing got accomplished. 

In the yea rs 1957-1963 there was an overall expansion of Canada's 

aid activities. This expansion included the newly formed Commonwealth 

countries of Africa and Asia. Indones ia received a very limited amount 

of ass istance ma inl y in the form of food aid. There was an increas ing 

awareness by the Canadian governme nt of the problems th at developing 

countries were exper i encing. Despite the li mited amount of assistance 
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1960 

exports 211 0 

imports 547 

Balance 1563 

Percentage 38.96 
change 

1961 

2462 

290 

2172 

TABLE II 

Trade Between Canada and Indonesia 
1960- 1968 

(in dollar value) 

1962 1963 1964 1965 

2028 1448 703 1634 

173 151 1393 2363 

1855 1297 (690) (729 ) 

-14.59 -30.08 - 46. 70 5.65 13.16 

1966 1967 1968 

348 2770 2407 

1173 1065 445 

(825) 1705 1962 

106.66 15.07 

Source: Statistics Canada: Imports by Country, 1960-1968,65-006; Exports by Country, 1960-
1968, 65-00-. 
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going to Indonesia, there remained to be a lack of familiarity of the 

deve 1 opmenta 1 needs of the country. Otherl'/i se, the government woul d 

have provided assistance that was more useful than Otter aircraft. 

The Pearson Government 

The direction of Canadian foreign policy and foreign aid during 

the years 1963-1968, when Pearson was prime minister, may be determined 

by a statement made by his Secretary of State. Paul Martin claimed that: 

Canada has always placed traditional emphasis on trade 
and economic relations with Britain, the Commonwealth 
and the U.S., and we shall continue to give these rela
tions all the attention and care which they warrant. 29 

Commonwealth and mother country ties would continue to dominate Canada's 

relations in the international arena. The direction of Canadian foreign 

aid would be governed by these priorities. But Pearson's previous contact 

with the nations of South and Southeast Asia through the Colombo Plan 

would grant these countries a somewhat more prestigious position in 

Canadian external relations. 

As one of the "founding fathers" of the Colombo Plan, Pearson 

intended to direct his efforts toward one of the Plan's targets--that of 

improving the living conditions of the people of Southeast Asia. But as 

a consequence of a domestic crisis--that of French Canada--Indonesia would 

continue to be relatively unimportant in terms of Canadian development 

assistance. French Canadians expressed a desire to have a more direct 
30 

influence in foreign policy decision-making. To accommodate the inter-

ests of the French peop l e, Canadian ODA would be directed toward Franco-

phone Africa rather than Southeast Asia . Pearson preferred to put forth 

an i mage of a st rong, united Canada before carry ing on with his interes t 

in Co l ombo goa l s . 
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In the years 1962- 1965 Indonesia was actively engaged in a 

IICrush-Malaysia Campaign. II During the confrontation, the Canadian govern-

ment took it upon itself to assist Malaysia which suggested the strength 

of Canadals Commonwealth interests. Because the confrontation involved 

another Commonwealth country, its impact woul d be felt on Ottav'la I s 

attitudes and policy toward Indonesia. \··lhen the ~~alaysian question \'ias 

discussed in the House of Commons, terminating all assistance to Indon-

esia was considered, but: 

... no country had decided to withdraw such assistance 
to Indonesia on the theory that assistance of a non
military kind given by Western powers has not tradition
ally borne any political motivation. 31 

Martin further stated that: 

Australia, Japan, New Zealand, the United States, United 
Kingdom, France, Germany and the United Nations Spec
ialized agencies are all giving non-military assistance 
to Indonesia. 32 

On the other hand, Diefenbaker severely criticized the fact that Canada 

was still giving aid in various forms to Indonesia after reports of their 

attack on Malaysia. Diefenbaker questioned: 

.. wherein there is consistency in glvlng assistance 
to Indonesia, whose objective and purpose according to 
the declarations of Sukarno, is the removal of Malaysia 
and the extirpation of the government of Tunku Abdul 
Rahman. 3J 

Despite Diefenbakerls criticisms, Pearson had no intention of discontinu

ing aid as long as other Wes tern powers were providing it to Indonesia. 

The aid Canada was sending was in the form of food assistance . It could 

not be used for military purposes . Holt/e ver, 11allace Nesbitt (PC, Oxford) 

wanted assurance that it was the peopl e who were getting the food and 
34 

not the army. 
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The amount of aid Canada had provided to Indonesia up until this 

point would not have been enough to have any significant impact on the 

IICrush ~lalaysia Campaign." Yet, to further assist Malaysia, Martin dis-

cussed with Malaysials prime minister the possibility of sending a: 

... Canadian military survey group to Malaysia to 
determine the kind of assistance which would be prov
ided bearing in mind particularly the contributions 
which would be made by other governments. 35 

While Canada claimed to have no regional defense interests in Southeast 

Asia, Indonesials confrontation of Malaysia revealed Ottawals sympathy 

tmvard another Commonwealth country. In total, approximately $4 million 

in the form of military equipment was sent to the ~1alaysian government 
36 

for defense purposes. The Canadian government deemed it advisable to 

come to the aid of "its Commonwealth partner, , , to help Malaysia 
37 

preserve i ntegri ty. II 

Regarding the events in Asia, Paul Martin stated that in Indonesials 

confrontation of Malaysia, it was a: 

fundamental objective of the Canadian policy 
to preserve and seek a reduction of international 
tensions .... 38 

Mart in recognized that this objective engaged: 

... the interes ts of the Commonwealth as a whole, 
particularly those of the United Kingdom, Australi a 
and New Zealand; the problem is carefull y watched 
by members of the Commonwealth, including Canada. 39 

Canada had no intention of withholding assistance from Indonesi a, but did 

intend to stand by the other Commonwealth countries in watching the 

problem. 

Aid was to be cons i stent with Canadals interes t in deve l op ing 

local defense abilities in a "strategically important region of the world." 
40 
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As the war in Indochina intensified and the Americans became more entangled, 

Canadian objectives were increasingly dififcult to interpret. Yet, on 

several occasions the Pearson government tried to bring Hanoi and Washing-
41 

ton closer to a peace settlement but without success. The peacekeeping 

role that had been so important to Canada resulted in a confusion of 

Canadian objectives and a misinterpretation of Canadian goals in the area. 

On the other hand, Claire Culhane argued th at Canada took on this role 
42 

as a result of a desire to defend the U.S. position in Indochina and 

nothing else. 

In the period 1963-1968 the Pearson government appeared to move 

toward extending support to Southeast Asia and Indonesia on several occa-
43 

sions. However, events of the time seemed to conspire against him. 

The war in Vietnam, the Malaysian issue and the overall Commonwealth bond 

predominated over a large scale aid programme to Indonesia. The govern

ment did, prior to the confrontation on Malaysia, provide li mited amounts 

of food assistance . Beside government priorities, one other factor has 

to be considered in discussing the absence of a Canadian aid programme 

with Indonesia prior to 1968-- the type of government that Canada would be 

dea ling with. 

The Indonesi an Go vernment 

A lack of interest in providing assistance to Indones i a wo uld 

have resulted from the fact that the Canadian government had little 

des ire t o deal with Suka rno' s military r~gime. CIOA offi ci al s cl ai med 

th at it was not a government that Canada had anything in common with, nor 
44 

did they have any des ire to asso ci ate with Sukarno. Th e governme nt 
45 

that Canada had reco gn ized was know n as the Un i ted States of Indones i a; 
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46 
however, this government was overthrown seven months later by Sukarno. 

At this time the country would be known as the Republic of Indonesia. 

Beyond the type of military regime Sukarno led, he also chose to implement 

"gui ded democracy" as opposed to a parl i amentary democracy. Sukarno I s 
47 

system was to be termed an oligarchic order, where the leader himself 

would make the decisions despite the recommendations of his advisory coun-

cil. The Canadian government and other Western countries refused to have 

any extensi ve re 1 ati ons "'lith thi s type of sys tem and, therefore, there 

was little interaction between the Canadian and Indonesian governments in 

the diplomatic field. Stemming from this, officials in Ottawa were not 

too anxious to provide aid to a country with which they had no desire to 

associate. 

To aggravate the situation further, the Sukarno government was 

actively engaged in a confrontation with Malaysia over the amalgamation 

of Malaya, Singapore and North Borneo territories between 1962 and 1965. 

The Confrontation was in the form of military and diplomatic inferences 

that was designed Iinot only to intimidate but also challenge the creden-
48 

tials of Malaysia as a legitimate state." Canada1s support of another 

Commonwealth country led to a more direct Canadian involvement in Malaysia 

during the period of the confrontation. Britain, Australia and New Zealand 

commi t ted themselves to defending Malaysia if it were attacked. Canada1s 

support was confined to the provision of military equipment such as STOL 
49 

aircraft. Indones ia, on the other hand, received backing from those 

non-aligned sta t es which were politically nearest to and fr om the Commun-
50 

ist bloc. To provide military assistance to one country and heavily 

engage in development assistance to its antagonist would be inconsistent 

to the objectives of Canadian foreign po licy. 
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The Chinese role in the "Crush Malaysia Campaign" and the subsequent 

ouster of Sukarno needs to be considered. Despite the Indonesian govern-

mentis policy that was aimed at promoting its own economic interests, the 

Chinese dominated the middle sectors of the economy. Similarly, in 

Malaya, the Chinese controlled the economic life. Indonesians feared that 

they would eventually be bordered by a Chinese dominated neighbour. The 

overseas Chinese were interested in and impressed by what was happening 

in China and in China's revival as a world power. Should Malaysia be the 

victor in the confrontation, Indonesian leaders saw themselves virtually 
51 

isolated from all other nations. 

By mid-1965 the confrontation lost momentum. In early October, 

1965, an attempted coup was organized against the army leadership. Many 

of the top Indonesian Communist Party (PKI) leaders were killed. With 

its failure, Sukarno found that he had no choice but to yield de facto 
52 

leadership to Suharto. In 1967 Sukarno was voted out of office but his 

effective power ended \'Iith the ouster of March, 1966. The new government 

was one of the factors that changed Ottawa's attitude toward Indonesia 

in the late 1960 ' s. 

By the end of 1967 there had been very little activity in 

Canadian-Indonesian aid relations. The governments during the si xteen-

year period had been too preoccupied with other foreign policy considera-

tions to take on the responsibility of providing ODA to another Third 

\~or1 d country. The Commonwealth and the UN had provi ded Canada wi th a 

sense of security and a channel to air their opinions in the international 

sphere . Through the indirect involvement in peacekeeping, for example, 
53 

Canada had developed a considerable body of expertise that would work 
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to its advantage in future years when the government was trying to organ-

ize an aid programme for Indonesia. 

In characterizing the motivations for the limited aid Canada did 

provide to Indonesia, humanitarian assistance was provided in the form of 

food aid. Food aid was provided as a gesture of recognition that the 

people of Indonesia did require assistance. However, it was commented in 

the House of Commons that there would not have been a food shortage had 

"Sukarno directed his attention to economic problems of the country rather 
54 

than military." This attitude along with Pearson's statements that the 

countries of South and Southeast Asia should concentrate on their own 

development suggested that the philanthropic component of Canadian aid was 

not very strong in the 1950 ' s and early 1960 ' s. Commercially, Canada did 

enjoy a trade balance in Canada's favour, making Indonesia a profitable 

market for Canadian business. But alone, Canada would not have survived 

with the trade balance that they had with Indonesia. Political interests 

during this period guarded against having an extensive aid relationship 

with Indonesia. Canada did not want to jeopardize her Commonwealth ties 

to extend aid to a country that was not a member of the Colombo Plan. 

Nor did the government want to provide aid to a country that confronted 

another CommonltJea 1 th country. Bonds wi th Europe and other Wes tern pmlJers 

were too important to Canada during the 1950 ' s and 1960 ' s. Aside from 

this factor, peacekeeping was considered to be a far more useful role 

that Canada could perform and resources were directed toward thi s functi on. 
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CHAPTER III 

THE 1970 FOREIGN POLICY DECISION 

With the election of the Trudeau government in 1968, a major review 

of Canadian foreign policy was conducted. Trudeau felt that there was a 

need to re-evaluate Canadals position in world affairs. With the changing 

world system, Trudeau felt, Canada could no longer continue to function 

in the same vacuum of the past twenty years. Foreign policy was to be 

a projection of Canadals national objectives and, therefore, be more self-
1 

serving. No longer \'Iould policy be "reactive", but rather Canada would 

actively participate in the events of the changing world. Trudeau was 

concerned about the overwhelming influence that Commonwealth ties and the 

U.S. had had on Canadian policy. This influence was especially evident 

in the area of development assistance where the Commonwealth connection 

had dominated in determining the direction of Canadian aid to Third 

~~orl d countri es. 

The period prior to 1968 had been characterized by a general lack 

of interest in establishing any large scale bilateral assistance programme 

with Indonesia. Domestic as well as external factors resulted in a feel-

ing that Indonesia was not important in the governmentls foreign policy 

interests. Therefore, very little aid was granted. HOY-lever, the 1970 

~Jhite Paper classified Indonesia as a country of concentration. The 

purpose of thi s chapte r is twofold. First, the reasons for the govern-

mentis 1970 decision are examined. Second ly, poss ibl e reasons for the 

1970-1972 pe riod of hiatus are exp l ained . 
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In an overview of the Trudeau government's interest in foreign aid 

it was clear that its approach to development assistance sh ifted consider-

ably from previous governments. Indonesia was recognized as a poor coun-

try and, therefore, eligible for assistance. The emphasis placed on 

Indonesia could be understood in terms of the importance of the country 

to the area and in Indonesia's role in the Association of Southeast Asian 

Nations (ASEAN). With the proposed withdrawal of American troops from 

Southeast Asia, the Canadian government realized that a power vacuum had 

been left and that it wo uld have to be filled. In this period, Canada 

became a participant in t~e Inter Governmental Group on Indonesia (IGGI). 

Through the Group, Canada could exchange ideas with other Western donor 

countries about implementing a development assistance programme for 

Indonesia. Economically, Canada had previously developed some interest 

in the markets of Indonesia and was interested in expanding its commercial 

interests. Finally, a change in government and Indonesia's own efforts 

to improve its economic well-being seemed to make an aDA programme more 

worthwhile now as compared to the previous period. 

The Pacific Concept 

The fore~gn policy revi ew stressed the overall importance of the 

Pacific to Canada. Up until 1968 North Atlantic ties had been given 

priority mainl y because of the proximity to the moth er country and the 

emphas is of previous governments on these ties. The prominence that the , 
No rth Atl ant ic ma intained wa s al so attributed to the f act that Ca nadi ans 

ha d difficulty r econci ling with the idea that they we re bo th a Pacific 
2 

and an Atlantic nation . As a res ult, the review stated exp li cit ly that 

Canada was a Pac i fic nation as we ll as an At l antic nation: 



. . . by cooperating with the countries of Southeast 
Asia in their plans for national development, it can 
make a worthwhile contribution to the well - being of the 
peoples and economic prosperity of the area. 3 

No longer would Southeast Asia be a nebulous concept in the minds of 
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officials who decided upon aid allocations. Rather, the government would 

make an effort to determine the developmental needs of these countries. 

The thrust toward the Pacific and Southeast Asia was both a result of ges-

ture and of calculation of interest. It was a response to claims by the 

Western provinces that the Pacific frontier should not be ignored in 
4 

favour of the Atlantic provinces. Finally, concentration on Southeast 

Asia was a result of developments that were occurring in the area itself. 

While past policies had resulted from reluctant reactions to circumstances, 

future interests would no longer be synonymous. 

The foreign policy review narrowed down the countries that would 

become Canadian aDA recipients. Maurice Strong, President of CIDA, stated 

that the countries had been chosen on the basis of geographic considera -
5 

tions as well as sectoral concentrations. With the designated areas of 

skills, Canada's aid to Indonesia would be concentrated in the areas of 
6 

civil aviation, water resources and forestry. 

Recognition of Indonesia as an Aid Recipient 

The foreign policy review classified Indonesia as being a "coun-

try of concentrati on" and a country wi th \'ihi ch Canadi ans coul d i denti fy. 

Indonesia with a popul ation of over 110 million, exten 
sive natural res ources and a strat egic location i s 
pote nt i all y a country of pri me i mp ortanc e in Southeas t 
As i a .? 

All an Ma cEachen specifi ed t hat wi t h th e s trat eg ic position Indo nes i a 

occupi ed in: 



... the Asia/Pacific area, its large population, 
and its immense natural resources place this country 
in a key position to playa major role in international 
affairs. 8 
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The review also stated that "developmental and humanitarian considerations 
9 

will dominate the Canadian government's approach to aid policy," with the 

countries of Southeast Asia. The government's policy, then, outlined the 

areas of interest in Indonesia as being humanitarian, economic and polit-

i ca 1. 

The first factor that would lead the government to consider 

Indonesia's eligibility was the fact that the country was poor. In the 

1970 Standing Senate Debates on Foreign Policy, Indonesia was classified 
10 

as having a GNP per capita of $97, qualifying it for assistance from 

external sources. The government's philanthropic concern lead it to 

provide Indonesia with a limited amount of bilateral assistance and food 

aid. Initially, food aid exceeded direct bilateral assistance. However, 

if philanthropy was to be the sole interest of the government, it could 

have selected any country in the area and provided assistance. 

Strategic Importance 

It was noted above that Indonesia was a country of prime import-

ance not only to Canada but to other powers because of its strategic 

location. This importance lies in the fact that Indonesia is a nation 

consi sting of three thousand islands spread across an area of three thous-

~ and square miles. With roughly 140 million people, Indonesia was the most 

populous country in Southeast Asia and one of the most densely populated 

areas of the world. Thi s island nation is situated at one of the strateuic 
11 

crossroads where the Indian and So uth Pac ific Oceans meet . Bes ides its 
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strategic importance within Southeast Asia, Indonesia is the largest state 

in the region and the nation with the greatest natural wealth. In choos-

ing Indonesia as a country of concentration, the Canadian government felt 

that the country had potential as a developing nation. Indonesia would 

be able to use aid dollars to enhance its own economic and social develop-

ment. Indonesians would also have their own resources to utilize for 

development. In other words, Indonesia would be able to use aDA more 

constructively than some other Third World country. 

Changing Power Balances 

In the late 1960's and early 1970's the power balance in the 

Pacific vias altered by mainly three factors. First, Nixon introduced what 

was to be knol'Jn as the "Ni xon" or "Guam" Doctri ne and it had very defi n-

ite implications for the Southeast Asian countries. Secondly, China was 

emerging from the Cultural Revolution and was seeking acceptance in the 

Western ~Jorld. Third, Nixon's trip to Peking altered the Soviet-American 

power alignment and suggested that there would no longer be the tight 

bipolar world with the U.S. and the Soviet Union dominating interaction 

among states. Rather, there was a trend toward a multipolar world. In 

the wake of these events and their aftermath, the Canadian government 

found itself re-evaluating Canada's role in the area. 

In 1969 r~ixon introduced the "Ni xon Doctrine." In response to 

new international conditions, the Doctrine reflected the changing mood 

of the U.S. toward its Pacific security policy. The countries of South-

east Asia would be left to assume an increasing rol e in providing its own 
12 

security either individuall y or collectively. Implicit in the Doctrine 

was the f act that a "new internat iona l order" would have to be de veloped 
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in Southeast Asia. The war in Vietnam had ultimately challenged the U.S. 

position in Asia--Hashington's military strength, security interest and 

the economic and political dimension of its interests. The U.S. was no 

longer willing to bear the heavy cost of defense of the area. Nixon 
13 

realized that the American period of world supremacy had come to an end, 

and the time had come to redefine the American role in world affairs 

according to the United States l interests and objectives. 

During 1969 there was a substantial change in China's attitude 

toward the West. This was witnessed by the coming to end of the Cultural 

Revolution in China. Threat of armed conflict with the Soviet Union led 

China to strengthen relations with the West . Soviet-Chinese clashes along 

the borders of Manchuria, Mongolia and Sinkiang and the subsequent 
14 

"Brezhnev Doctrine" resulted in the Chinese reconsidering their position 

among the communist countries. To China, the Soviet Union was proclaiming 

its right to dictate the domestic political development of communist coun-
15 

tries including China. By the end of the 1960 ' s the Sovi et Union appeared 
16 

to be a greater menace than the U. S. These incidents impelled China to 

move toward a better relationship with the Western powers. 

China's interest to gain acceptance coincided with the U.S. 

attempts to disengage from Vietnam. Ni xon, in 1969, had expressed Amer

ican dissati s faction with the military role that they were performing in 

Southeast Asia. China had emerged from the Cultural Revolution with 

military capabilities. After two decades of confrontation with "Red China" 

the American people we lcomed the opportunity to reduce tensions \AJ ith the 
17 

People's Republic. It- was assumed that the es tabli shme nt of a viable 

South Vietnamese nation wo uld be a trade-off in return for the i mp rovement 
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18 
of relations with China. On the other hand, it seriously altered the 

U.S. position via the Soviet Union and China1s position via the Soviet 

Union. The possibility of closer Sino-American relations became a reality 

when Ni xon visited China in 1972. 

The Canadian government viewed the developments in Southeast Asia 

with concern. Rather than there being two antagonistic powers in the area, 

there woul d now be three. Each had its m'ln vers i on of soci ety and there 

were enormous differences in ideology. Each was suspicious of the actions 

of the other two. Because of their inability to reconcile differences 

that existed, the three powers were limited and restricted in their actions 

in Southeast Asia. More importantly, the changing power configurations 

altered Canada1s outlook toward the area. The American government had 

expressed a growing disinterest in the future of Southeast Asian states 

through the wi thdrawa 1 of mi 1 i tary support. There vias a threat of another 

communist bloc resulting due to the inability of the IIJest to stop commun-

ist expansion in the area. China was keenly interested and aware of the 

events that were occurring and wanted to protect itself from Soviet 

expansion. The non-communist states in the area were left largely un-

guarded from future communist infiltration. Moreover, they were surrounded 

by antagonistic, communi s t powers. 

To furth er ups et the delicate balance of power in Southeast Asia, 

Japan had achi eved a certain economic migh t and was rapidl y moving in the 

direction of regi onal l eader. Th e Ni xon "shocks " of the earl y 1970 l s and 

the Arab oil emb argo in 1973 had led Japan t o reconsider its positi on in 

Southeast As i a and to direct more attention to relations with th ese 
19 

countri es . Japa n had a mass ive bil at er al ai d prog ramme with ASEAN 
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countries of Southeast Asia. To decrease their dependence on Japan and 

to prevent Japan from totally do~inating over the economic affairs of 

these countries, they had to diversify their sources of finance. Japan's 

economic might was of concern to all We~tern powers, including Canada. 

It was necessary to recognize Japanese interests in the area but at the 

same time, the proximity of the economic giant to the vital sea routes 
20 

and natural resources also concerned Canada. Due to their control in 

the area, Japanese presence could not be underestimated. 

In developing its Pacific policy, the Canadian government was, in 

effect, responding to the changing alignments in the Pacific. Canada's 

trading interests largely depended on the interests of the four powers. 

Therefore, if foreign policy was to be more self-serving, the Canadian 

government would have to adapt to the changing power alignments in the 

With the escalation of fighting in 1972 and the substantial with-

drawal of American troops in 1973, Ottawa felt compelled to reconsider 
21 

its role in Southeast Asia. Both Canada and Australia shared similar 

concerns over the future of the area. In the Standing Committee on Exter-

nal Affairs and National Defense (SCEAND) Sharp commented that with the: 

. withdrawal of all American forces and the withdrawa l 
of all American prisoners, we will enter into a new phase 
in the situation in Vietnam. At that time it will become 
a question of the conflict between the provisional revol
utionary government of South Vietnam and the governme nt 
of the Republic of Vietnam .... 22 

In noting the changing balance of power in Southeast Asia, Sharp pointed 

out that: 

.. the cont inui ng eme rgence of China into the wor ld, the 
consolidation of Japanese influence and the radicall y 
altered relations hi ps between the U.S. and China on one 



hand and between China and Japan on the other, have 
fundamentally altered the complexion of the area. 
These developments in turn, are changing2~nd expanding 
the importance of the Pacific to Canada. 
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At no point in the past had the future of Southeast Asia been so uncertain. 

Nor with the American presence in the area did the Canadian government 

find reason to concern itself to any great extent with the future of the 

non-communist countries aside from economic and bilateral interests. 

Without the American presence and with the interests of the different 

communist countries, Canada no longer enjoyed this feeling of security had 

the Americans continued with their military commitments. After the com-

munist victories in Laos, South Vietnam and Cambodia in the Spring of 

1975 A 11 an ~~acEachen was to announce that Canada woul d try to fi 11 the 

vacuum left by American withdrawal in a last attempt to contain communism 
24 

in the area. 

The events of the late 1960 ' s led the Trudeau government to take 

a more pragmatic approach in developing the Pacific concept in the foreign 

policy review. Since the international focus was on the events in South-

east Asia, Canada would follow suit. Canada's concerns over Pacific 

securi ty were thus refl ected in its Pacifi c Pol icy and "/e re to be outl i ned 

in the 1970 White Paper. 

The Indones ian Government 
25 

In 1966 Suka rno l os t his effective power to Suharto. Th e new 

leader i mme diatel y took steps to alter Indonesi a 's world view. One of 

Suharto's first objecti ves in forei gn policy was to gain accep tance amo ng 

Wes tern states from whom he hoped to receive economic and t echn ical assist-
26 

ance. In his efforts to pursue an "act ive and independent" foreign pol icy, 
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Suharto hoped to regain the trust and cooperation of Western powers. 

Indonesia would again become a member of the UN and friendly relations 

would be restored among the neighbouring states--Malaysia, Singapore and 

Australia. Another foreign policy objective was to secure the country 

from communist infiltration. Therefore, the PKI and other communist adher-
27 

ents were outlawed. 

This new government, claimed CIDA and External Affairs officials, 

Canada could identify with and they were willing to relate with them 

politically. In the Senate Debates, it was commented that: 

There is an entirely new group of people in office in 
Indonesia under the present government and they are. 
a very impressible group who are managing, outlining 
and setting up the development of Indonesia in a very 
admirable way.28 

Suharto also made efforts to recti fy the economi c back\'iardness of 

the country. The First Five Year Plan for economic growth was a modest 

attempt to put Indonesia's development on a firm basis by 1974. Through 

this development scheme, Indonesia would be provided with some security 

against communist expansion in the area. This had been an important 
29 

factor in Suharto's decision to implement this economic measure. The 

Five Year Plan would map out the course of Indonesia's domestic and for-

eign policy for the next five years. 

The Canadian government's White Paper stressed that development 

assistance was to: 

... provide only a small proportion of -the total re so urce s 
required by developing countries. The people of these 
countries have accepted the primary responsibility for 
their own economic and social objectives, chart the main 
direction and dynamics of their own economic growth and 
accept the econoillic sacrifices, changes in their society 
and self discipline that will be required. 3D 
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Suharto's Five Year Plan did precisely this. The development assistance 

provided by Canada would serve only as an initial buffer to help these 

people help themselves. Canadian officials recognized the significance 

of the Fi rst Fi ve Year Pl an as bei ng a "rehabil i tati ng and stabil i zi ng 
31 

factor" in Indonesia's economy. If ever the government needed to justify 

the existence of an aid programme with Indonesia as opposed to some other 

country of Southeast Asia, the government could use the argument that 

Indonesia had done more in terms of improving its own social and economic 

well-being than other countries in the area and the Five Year Plan was 

evidence of this. 

One of the measures taken on the initiative of the Netherlands 

government to help Indonesia overcome its economic problems was t o organ-

ize IGGI. A feature of the Indonesian economy in 1966 "Ihen IGGI was first 

formed was its economic and f inancial crisis. Added to this was the fact 

that the economy had not been conducive to economic developnent. This was 

refl ected in the run dmvn s ta te of the country's economi c i nfras tructure. 

To rectify the situation, Indonesian officials took steps such as abo lish-

ing government import licen ces and simplifying and clarifying import and 

export procedures. IGGI was intended to act as a coordinator of aid to 

Indones i a; it was termed an "international country aimed coord inat ion 
32 

mechan i sm" which met once a year for t wo or three days. 

Slnce 1968 when Canada joined IGGI the government contributions 

steadi ly increased. The Canadian government had become increasingly con-

cerned about the turbulance in So utheast Asia. Similarly, Austra li a, New 

Zea l and and the U. S. - -other IGGI members expressed concern over the future 

of the area. Australi an offi cia l s felt that the levels of IGGI commit~ents 
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to Indonesia should be increased to make the nation economically strong. 

It was hoped that Indonesia would be able to resist communist infiltra-
33 

tion. The U.S. had similar objectives in mind when it increased IGGI 

commitments. After the announcement of the Nixon Doctrine, the U.S. com-

mitted itself to providing one-third of Indonesials aid through IGGI. 

The economic development of this country was considered as important as 
34 

building up local defense capabilities. 

Aside from IGGI IS importance in the economic and developmental 

sphere, it also provided Canada with an opportunity to express its con-

cerns regarding the development of a single country. IGGI conducted a 

major review of Indonesials economic progress annually. Through part icipa

tion in IGGI Canada would be aware of any drastic changes occurring both 

in the area and within Indonesia. Canadals bilateral assistance programme 

could respond to these changes. 

Economic Factors 

Aside from political interests, economic factors motivated the 

government to consider ODA for Indonesia. Canada had adopted an interest 

in the markets that the countries of Southeast Asia had to offer and 

Indonesia with its wealth in natural resources was no exception to this. 

TABLE III outlines the export and import value of Canadian-Indonesian 

trade for the years 1968- 1972. In 1969-1970 when the government recog-

nized Indones ia as a major aid rec ipient there was a substantial increase 

in trade . Canada enjoyed a pos itive trade balance in the trade relation

ship for each of the fo ur years . As ide from trade opportunities, the 
35 

foreign po li cy review had stressed the importance of investment. By 

1971 , Canada was the fourth largest investor in Indonesia fa lli ng directl y 
36 

beh i nd the U. S., Phi li pp i nes and Japan. 
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exports 

imports 

Balance 

Percentage 
Change 

1968 

2407 

445 

1962 

35.72 

TABLE III 

Trade Between Canada and Indonesia 
1968-1972 

1969 

2948 

285 

2663 

(in do1iar value) 

497.07 

1970 

16489 

589 

15900 

46.76 

1971 

9466 

1001 

8465 

43.34 

1972 

14425 

2291 

12134 

20.38 

Source: Statistics Ca nada: Imports by Country, 1968-1973, 65-006, Exports by Country, 
1968-1973, 65-00. 

1973 

17735 

3128 

14607 
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The foreign policy review had clearly outlined the areas of 

Canada's interest in Indonesia. Indonesia's own wealth as well as 

Canada's growing political concern over the future of Southeast Asi a had 

resulted in the government's announcement of an intensive aid programme 

with Indonesia. However, as TABLE IV shows, that while the decision to 

concentrate aid on Indonesia was made in 1970, there was no sUbstantial 

increase in the following two years. The second part of this chapter 

will examine the possible reasons behind this period of hiatus. The new 

Trudeau government was determined to establish diplomatic relations with 

the People's Republic of China and concentrated on this in his first year 

as prime minister. Canada was preoccupied with a peacekeeping role in 

Vietnam. Finally, the Indonesian government had not made specific requests 

for aid from Canada . 

Recognition of China 

An important factor in Canadian foreign relations in the post 

World War II period had been the recognition of China. Previous govern-

ments had made efforts to extend diplomatic relations and grant recogni-

tion to the country. China's relationship with the U.S.S.R.; the Taiwan 

issue and sensitivity to the U.S. pos ition were factors that had re com-

mended against it. However, in the 1968-1970 forei gn policy review, the 

Trudeau gove rnmen t noted the need for "new and updated bilateral trade 
37 

agreements from individual Pacific countries." Thi s was to include an 

expansion of Canada's ma rket with the People's Republic which at the time 

of the foreign policy review accounted for $122 milli on in exports and 
38 

$27 million in imports. 
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TABLE IV 

Canadian Assistance to Indonesi a 
1968-69 to 1971-72 

(millions of dollars) 

1968-69 1969-70 1970-71 1971-72 

Indonesia 
Bilateral Assistance .97 2. 33 3.57 3.95 

Food Aid 1. 05 2.26 3.00 3.00 

Total Aid 2.02 4.59 6.57 6. 95 

% increase (total) 127.2 43.1 5.70 

% increase 
(bilateral only) 140.2 53 . 2 10.6 

A 11 As i a 
Bilateral Assistance 103.91 140.93 180.58 148.40 

Food Aid 49.35 53.70 63.40 57.90 

% increase (total) 46.7 25.3 -15 .4 

% increase 
(bilateral only) 35.6 28.1 -17. 8 

Source: Canadian International Development Ag ency, Canada and the Developing World--Annua l Rev i ew , 
1970-71 (Ottawa, 1971), p. 73; CIDA, Annual Review, 1971-72, p. 78; CIDA, Annual Review, 
1972-73, p. 61. 
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The White Paper recognized China as being a third super-power and 

that there could be "no lasting peace and stability in the Pacific or the 
39 

world without the cooperation and participation of China." In the Senate 

Corrmittee, it was commented that even without nuclear weapons, China was 

a great power belonging in the circle of super-powers. It would be impos-

sible to: 

.. consider any major developments, especially in Asia, 
but even in Africa and possibly in Europe without taking 
into account China's wishes and objectives. 40 

With the end of the Cultural Revolution and China's efforts to move toward 

a better relationship with the West, the Canadian government found itself 

prepared to initiate in negotiations. China and its foreign policy goals 

could not be neglected when Ottawa was considering its relationship with 

the other countries of Southeast Asia. Therefore, until the fo rmal recog

nition in October, 1970, acknowledgement of that country would take 

precedence in Canada's Pacific Policy. 

After the formal recognition, Canada was to support China's claim 

to a seat at the UN. In 1971 Canada voted on the "important question" 

resolution at the UN General Assembly. Between 1971 and 1973 there were 
41 

a number of ministerial visits made to China by Canadian officials. 

Trudeau's own trip to China was to: 

.. ensure that each country understands the policies 
of the other and the circumstances that give rise to 
those policies. 42 

China was the strongest power in the immed i ate area of the So utheast Asian 

countries. Be fore getting directly involved in the area, the Ca nadian 

governme nt would wa nt to have an idea on how China would rea ct. This was 
43 

especiall y true where Indonesia was concerned. At the conc lus i on of 



his trip, Trudeau noted that he: 

. . . was not subjected to any demands that future 
Canadian relations with China would depend for 
their warmth on our attitudes to any other country.44 
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It was not until 1973 that the Canadian government felt relatively secure 

in its new relationship with China and could concentrate on other aspects 

of the Pacific pol icy. 

Role on the ICCS 

The role Canada would play on the new trade commission for Viet-

nam was another factor that dominated foreign policy in the early 1970's. 

The government's policy was to participate in peacekeeping operations 
45 

only where it seemed "likely to improve the chances for lasting peace." 

This seemed to reflect Ottawa's growing dissatisfaction with the peacekeep-

ing role that it had performed. However, in 1972 Canada was again called 

upon to participate along with Hungary, Poland and Indonesia in the new 

International Commission of Control and Supervision (ICCS) in Vietnam. 
46 47 

Taylor and Van Praagh argued that Canada never wanted to get involved 

in the new Conrnission but vias unable to resist American pressure. Sharp, 

the Secretary of State, on the other hand, noted that Canada would join 

provided that a 'real contribution to peace and orderly political and 
48 

economic development in the area" could be made. The fact that Canada 

did take on the peacekeeping duties sugges ted that remnants of previous 

governments' policies still existed in the Trudeau government's outlook 

toward peacekeeping. It appeared that this was still the most worthwhile 

contribution Ca nada could make to the future of Southeas t Asia and resources 

should continue to be directed toward thi s duty as op pos ed to ai d. 
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In January 1973, Sharp announced Canada's commitment to the new 

commission provided that the conditions of the Paris Agreement would be 
49 

met. Initially, Canada would serve for a sixty-day trial p~riod. 

Later, this was to be extended for another sixty days because of a slim 

prospect of peace and because Canada's withdrawal from the Commission 

would coincide with American troop withdrawal. 

At the end of May, 1973, the Canadian government decided that it 
50 

was no longer worth the effort to continue on the ICCS and announced 

its withdrawal. A combination of Michel Gauvin's, the Canadian ambassador 

to Greece, "open mouth diplomacy" and Canada's indecisiveness on the com-

mission resulted in a deadlock. Poland and Hungary would side against 
51 

Canada. Indonesia would normally agree with the Canadian position. 

However, because Indonesia was part of Southeast Asia, it had to live with 

the consequences of the war and, therefore, took a more cautious approach 

to its settlement. As a result of dissatisfaction with Canadian attitudes 

toward the peacekeeping role, none of the other membGrs on the commission, 

nor North Vietnam, asked Canada to reconsider and continue on the ICCS. 

The withdrawal from the ICCS ended a phase of Canadian relations 

with Southeast Asia. Allan MacEachen later stated in a speech to the 

Press Club in Jakarta that after the Vietnam War: 

Canadian resources and expertise that had previously 
had to be devoted to our commission work could be 
put to work more productively in developing and 
implementing our policy towards the countries of 
Southeast Asia where Canada had sU bs tantial bilat
eral interests. 52 

Canada had to find another means of establi s hing a presence in Southeast 

Asia so that it could keep in contact with the changing power confi gura- . 

ti ons and check comnunist expansion. Thi s ne\'i beginning vlould be through 
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development assistance to the countries of the area, in which case, Indon-

esia, because it had previously been singled out as a Ilcountry of concen-

tration," would become a major Canadian aid recipient. 

Domestic Factors 

The time factor involved in the implementation of new aid programmes 

needed to be considered as a possible explanation of the period of hiatus. 

Once Indonesia was granted the status of "coun try of concentration" and 
53 

Cabinet approved the choice of Indonesia , CIOA proceeded to do a f eas -

ibility study. Canada's ability to provide resources had to be matched 

with Indonesia's needs. CIOA officials claimed that there was a time 

element of six months involved in getting the approval for a project from 

the time the feasibility s tudy was completed and a project de s i gned to 
54 

the time it reached Cabinet for its approval . In this case, Canada was 

famil i ar wi th the reci pi ent country I s needs. When it is a nev,l country 

with which the government has had relatively little experience, the feas-

ibility study would take longer, thus increasing the amount of ti me 

involved in the deci sion -making process. 

Rel at ed to this is the f act th at prior to 1972 Indone s i a was 
55 

cl ass ifi ed as a project country as op posed to a programme country . 

Programme count r i es req ui re a greater amount of the total ai d budge t. 

Much of the assi st ance for proj ect countri es is in the form of food ass i st

ance which i s not capital intens ive. In 1973 the phil os ophy of Canadi an 

aid t o Indone s i a shif te d. Be cause they were receiving forei gn ex change 

fr om oil reven ues , Indones i ans we re abl e t o purch ase their own fo od 

req uireme nts on forei gn ma r ke t s . Food was no longe r co ns i de red to be the 

esse nt i al aspect of Indones i a ' s de vel opme nt so th e Ca nad i an go ver nme nt 

dec i ded to take on more capi ta l i ntens i ve projects . 
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Another underlying factor that had to be considered before any 

donor country can actively undertake any aid programme is that they must 

receive requests for assistance from the recipient country. Aid cannot 

be imposed on another country. In the Senate Committee, in discussing 

the Asian programme in general and the Canadian University Students Over

seas (CUSO) programme, Mr. Jean-Marc Metiver, Director of Asian Programmes 

for CUSO, felt that an underlying problem in the government's interest 

and CUSO's was a weakness on Indonesia's part. While an interest could 

be expressed in Indonesia, "considerations would depend to a great extent 
56 

on the requests we receive from Indonesia." Indonesian hesitancy to 

accept Canadian aid could have been the result of conditions placed on aDA 

or Canadian selectivity of projects that they wanted to undertake. It 

could also have been the result of the fact that Canada had "no experience 
57 

in that country." As a result, Indonesians were not aware of Canada's 

capabi 1 iti es in the area of deve 1 oprnent. Proximity may have been another 
58 

factor. Despite the fact that Canada paid shipping charges, it \>Ioul d 

take l ess time to ship materials from a country like Japan with Itlhom the 
59 

Indonesians were familiar. 

The President of CIDA, Paul Gerin-Lajoie's, attitude toward expand-

ing Canadian assistance to include new countries may have been another 
60 

factor that resutled in the lag in aid to Indonesia. In Taking Stock 

and in discussing the forthco~ing Strategy for International Development 
61 

Cooperation, 1975-1980 Gerin-Lajoie rema r ked that greater impetus should 
62 

be given to Francophone Africa and Latin Ame rica. On the other hand, 

the Head of the Econo~ic Assista nce Division of the Commonwealth Secretar-

iat, Mr . Goundrey, comne nted that : 



... donor countries should pick activities in which 
they can perform adequately, not restrict themselves 
to those in which they are "best in the vlorld." Al~ 
donors ... must recognize that countries like India, 
Nigeria and Indonesia will need as much assistance as 
possible for a long time to come. 63 
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The inability of decision-makers to come to an understanding about the 

direction of Canadian ODA in the early 1970 ' s had a direct impact on the 

time factor involved in organizing Indonesia's aid programme. Canada's 

political interests clearly were with the developments in Southeast Asia. 

To keep in contact with the area, the government stressed the importance 

of development assistance for the area. CIDA, on the other hand, felt 

that aDA should be concentrated on Africa and Asia. As a result, by 1972, 

no apparent effort had been made to discover the areas in which Canada 

could best assist Indonesia. 

Finally, in 1968, the External Aid Office was transformed into 

the Canadian International Development Agency. CIDA v.Jas made responsible 

for the administration of Canadian development assistance. However, 

projects designed by CIDA had to have the approval of External Affairs 

which added an extra stage to the decision-making process. In defining 
64 

CIDA's functions the objectives of the aid programme were mapped out. 

Yet, these functions had to conform with the broader goals of foreign 

policy. With the sophistication of the aid programme, then, the process 

of allocation was slowed down. 

In the per iod 1968-1970, an aid programne developed as a result 

of politically mo tivat ed factors. Th e government's interest in the 

security of Southeast Asi a l ed th em to consider a more active rol e in the 

area. As a resu l t of Indones i a's po t enti al as compared to some of the 

other countries, the nation vias se l ected as a country of concentration 
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for Canadian development assistance. The turbulance in the Pacific, an 

area in which the four major powers - -U.S., U.S.S.R., P.R.C. and Japan-

had some interest could no longer be neglected by the Canadian government. 

At some point they would be affected by the unrest in the area. Canada 

was an outward- looking nation, dependent for its own economic well-being 

on a peaceful international environment. For its trade interests in 

China and Japan alone, Canada would have to consider the developments in 

Southeast Asia. Politically, Canada did not want to see the non-communist 

countries fall into the hands of any of the communist countries in the 

area. Because of Canada1s dependence on trade, a communist dominated 

Southeast Asia would have been detrimental to their own interests. Fin

ally, there was a limited amount of food assistance going to Indonesia, 

signifying the humanitarian component of development assistance. 
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CHAPTER IV 

THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE ODA PROGRAMME 

The period 1973-1978 witnessed a complete shift in the Canadian 

government's attitudes toward Southeast Asia and especially Indonesia. 

The government clearly carried through with the 1970 foreign policy deci

sion to increase ODA allocations to Indonesia. The period of hiatus was 

over and the aid programme for this country of concentration rapidly took 

shape. The Trudeau government had become acquainted with the countries 

of Southeast Asia and especially Indonesia. The nebulous image that 

Indonesia had once occupied had been replaced with faniliarity and concern 

for the country. Characteristic of this period was a number of visits by 

Canadian officials to Indonesia--Jamieson in 1976, Gerin-Lajoie in 1976 

and Allan MacEachen in 1976. 

In this chapter, the Trudeau government's desire to have a devel

opment assistance progr~mme with Indonesia is examined. The government's 

interest can be seen through the priority Canada has given in supporting 

ASEAN objectives and Indonesia's role in the grouping. Canada continued 

to be an active participant in IGGI, expressing support for its efforts 

to make Indonesia economically strong. Rather than ODA being influenced 

by Commonwealth ties, the U.S. role in Southeast As ia influenced the 

direction of Canadian assistance. To secure its own interests, Canada 

relied on Indonesia for support in the Law of the Seas Conference. 

Economically, Canadian assistance wo uld be governed by trade and invest

ment interests. Finally, No n-Governme ntal Orga ni zat ions (NGO's) were 

exp ressing some interest in Indonesia's de velopme nt. This chapter 
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concludes by looking at some of the criticisms of the aid programme and 

accounts for the fluctuations in ODA. 

ASEAN's Increasing Importance to Regional Stability 
1 

Since 1975 when the decision to dismantle the Southeast Asia 

Treaty Organization (SEATO) was made, ASEAN has become an integral part 

of Canada's relations with Southeast Asia and Indonesia. ASEAN has acted 

as an alternative to American defense and security in the region. ~/ith 

the American withdrawal, and the military threat posed by the government 

of North Vietnam ASEAN members hastened in their efforts to form a regional 

grouping. The inevitable result was that the unit has been classified 
2 

as "an element of political stability" and a stabilizing force in the 

area. As it was noted in the previous chapter, Indonesia's s ize, popula-

tion and wealth in natural resources warranted them a special position 

within the grouping. 

During his tour of Southeast Asia, Allan MacEachen stressed that 

ASEAN was important in counteracting the possibility of future instability 
3 

in the area. Canada wanted to develop closer relations with the coun-

tries of Southeast Asia because of the importance Canada placed on ASEAN. 

Canada firmly be li eves in the usefulness of such regional 
groupings and strongly supports the objective of regional 
cooperation. The steps taken by all countries of the 
region to develop their economies in a manner which will 
lead to closer partnership among them are a part icul ar ly 
encouraging si gn of cohesion. 

Furthermo re, Canada is prepared to open formal dia logue 
with ASEAN in order to enhance our lines of communication 
and to facilitate cooperation in the field of develo pme nt 
assistance. 4 

At the time ~~acEachen promis ed aid in the form of "regi ona l sate llite 
5 

communications" and in "studies of coope rative transpor' t facilities." 
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ASEAN countri es were offered fi rm backi ng for "what is 1 eft of the demo-

cratic way of life in the region through both political and economic sup-
6 

port. II ~~acEachen had committed Canada to both an economi c and pol i ti ca 1 

role in the future of the area. Canada was not going to let the Southeast 

Asian nations combat communist expansion on their own. Rather, they would 

back the remaining few non-communist countries in their struggle for free-

dom. The fact that MacEachen made note of Canada's economic support 

suggested that political interests would be backed by economic develop-

ment. Building strong, stable economies would help in guarding against 

communist infiltration among the ASEAN grouping. As TABLE V shows, 

Canadian assistance to ASEAN countries was concentrated heavily on Indon-

esia. The Canadian government chose to provide assistance to the strongest 

country in the grouping. Indonesia wo uld be able to assist other ASEAN 

members in their efforts to prevent expansion of communism through 

regional cooperation. 

Canada's political and security interests in ASEAN were further 

reflected in the economic sphere through the government's efforts to 

expand their commercial relations with the area ·and especially Indonesia. 
7 

While Canadian business was welcomed in Indonesia, they have been faced 

with difficulti es in enhancing trade and investment interests . The major 

problem evolved around the fact that many of the areas that Canada was 
8 

interested in had been closed off to foreign investment. ASEAN prov i ded 

a viabl e alternative to establishing a presence in the area. ASEAN firms 

were given priority in taking on new development projects . Orig inall y, 

if a Canadian firm or business wa nted to invest in Indonesia, in one of 

the areas that has been closed off, he may participate in an ASEAN 
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TABLE V 

Canadian Assistance to ASEAN Countries 
1972-73 to 1977- 78 

(millions of dollars) 

1971 - 72 1972- 73 1973- 74 1974- 75 1975- 76 

Bilateral 
Assistance 3. 95 14 . 75 21 . 64 19.52 36 . 70 
Indonesia 

Phil i ppi nes .05 .01 . 02 .02 .07 

Thailand . 58 .32 .42 .41 .21 

Malaysia 3.59 2.84 2.31 1. 61 1. 48 

Singapore .51 . 47 .63 .34 .10 

Total ASEAN 8 . 68 18 . 37 25.02 21 . 89 37 . 56 
As s istance 

% increase 111.17 36.20 -12.55 71.62 

Asia - bilateral increase (%) 

I 19.93 15 . 38 19.85 -5.55 

1976 - 77 1977-78 

22.43 13 . 19 

1. 29 2.84 

. 35 . 35 

1. 69 3.05 

.04 

25 .80 19.43 

-31.05 -24. 91 

- 7.99 -8. 34 

Source: Canada, Canadian International Deve l opment Agency, Canada and Development Cooperation-
Annual Rev i ew, 1976- 1977 (Ottawa, 1977 ), p. 45; Annual Review, 1978-1979. 
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project. While it may not have been the country of his first choice, in 

the future, the Canadian business would qualify as an ASEAN firm. This 

decreased the difficulties the firm would have in investing in the country 

of his original choice. One of the functions of Don Jamieson's trip to 

Southeast Asia, as Minister of Industry, Trade and Commerce (IT&C), was 

to give Canadian business that added "push" that was needed to force them 

to be more active in business opportunities in Southeast Asia and espec-
9 

ially Indonesia. The Canadian government's efforts to work around the 

barriers emphasized their determination to have a politically strong 

ASEAN . The aid programne was to be supported by increased commercial 

activity and investment in Indonesia. With a strengthened economy, 

Indonesia would be better equipped to combat con~unism. 

On hi s tour, Jami es on had also stressed the impor tance of ASEAN 
10 

in offsetting Japan's commercial dependence on Southeast Asia. Jamieson 

noted that the countries in the area were sensitive to Japa nese he gemDny . 

They were seeking stronger economic ties with advanced nations th at were 

neither colonial nor bi g power s tatus. To these nations Canada and 
11 

Canadians were seen lias people who don't have any axe to grind." Not 

onl y did ASEAN provide reassurance against the spre ad of communi sm, but 

Japanese domi na tion of the region could be diverged. 

Canada ' s di alogue with ASEAN i s carri ed out through Ma nila r ather 

than Jaka rta . During t he 1960 ' s Ame rican prese nce was a key el ement t o 

t he security of t he reg i on. Ca nada ma in ta ined a presence through peace

kee ping. When AS EAN was f irs t es t abli shed in 196 7 Canada was providing 

virtua ll y no ODA to Indones i a but di d ha ve an ai d prog r amme wi th the 
12 

Phili pp ines. Desp i te the fa ct tha t today Indo nes i a is the recip i ent 
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of Canadian assistance, dialogue continues to be carried out with ASEAN 

countries through Manila. The government did not see the need to change 

locations even though the Philippines was no longer a major aid recipient. 

The Canadian government kept in contact with the events in Southeast Asia 

through both Manila, the country chosen to conduct Canada's political, 

economic and developmental interests for the grouping and alternately, 

through the aid programme with Indonesia. The fact that the Trudeau 

government was willing to deal with ASEAN nations as a grouping suggested 

that Canada realized the importance of the unit. It was a volatile unit 

that partially compensated for the American withdrawal and, therefore, 

would be useful in impeding communist expansion throughout Southeast Asia. 

Participation in IGGI 

IGGI continued to play an integral role in Canada's aid programme 

with Indonesia. While no data was available on single country donations 

for each fiscal year (FY) CIOA officials did reveal that for FY 1978-1979 

Canada would disburse $18 million to IGGI and a further $70 million would 
13 

be committed for new projects. Offici}ls expected that this level would 

increase for the FY 1979-1980. 

Japan, followed by the U.S., are the largest contributors of the 

consortium. In terms of quantity Canada contributed roughly the same 

amount as Great Britain, France, Netherlands and Australia. Three to 

five percent of total IGGI donations ori ginate from the Canadian govern-

ment. Total IGGI donations are found in TABLE VI. As in the late 1960's 

and early 1970's, Canada's interest in pa rticipation reflected a desire 

to have an economically st rong Indonesia so that the nation could combat 

communist infiltration. The importance that the Canadian government 
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TABLE VI 

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE TO INDONESIA 

(Millions of DolJnrs) 

Tota l 
}'rogr:lIn Aid Troj.:ct Aill. As.,i,I;,"cc 

Food Other Total 

General Commitments by IGGI (1) 
FY 1971/72 .. . ....... . ... .. $150.5 $202.1 $352 .6 $ 2n.7 $ 645.3 
FY 1972/73 .. . . . ... ..... ... 115.5 306.2 421.7 406.5 82R.2 
FY 1973/74 .. ... ....... ... . 80.1 260.6 340.7 . 516.6 857.3 
FY 1974/75 ....... . ........ 31.7 159.1 190.8 945.4 1,136.2 
FY 1975/76 ..... . ..... .... . 34.5 1.0 35.5 1,102.9(3) 1,138.4(3) 
FY 1976/77 ................ 99.0 99 .0 1,051.9(3) 1,150.9(3) 
FY 1977/78 ................ 220.5 220.5 1,122.5(3) 1,343.0(3) 
FY 1978/79 ... ............ .. 106.0 136.1 242.1 1,377.2( 3 ) 1,619 .3(3) 

Agreements Signed (2) 
FY 1971 /72 . . . .. . . ... . ..... 150.5 197.6 348.1 285.4 633.5 
FY 1972/73 ... ... ... . . ... .. 13 8.0 282.2 420.2 385.9 782.6 
FY 1973/74 ......... . . ... .. 80.0 169.1 249.1 501 .8 750.9 
FY 1974/75 ................ 28.4 84.0 112.4 882.1 994.5 
FY 1975/76 ................ 64.2 1.0 65.2 1,013.2(3) 1,078.4(3) 
FY 1976/77 ................ 99.0 99 .0 867.4(3 ) 966.4(3 ) 
FY 1977/78 . .. ......... .... 220.5 220.5 493.2(3) 713 .7(3) 
FY 1978/79 (4) ..... ..... . . 

SOl/Tee: Bank Indonesia 
(I) Total commitments based on pled ges by IGGI members. 
(2) Total amount of commitments unde r general financial assistance agreement~. These commitments are defined ;lS 

having been made at the signing of the grants or loan ag re ements . 
(3) ln addition. the Government obtained gener:ll commitments of export credits on non-concessionary terms within 

the IGG! framework in tbe amount of $1.748.2 million in FY 197517 6. $570.6 million in FY 1')7 6/ 77. $2'.19.7 
mi ll ion in FY 1977/78. of which agrecrn~nts were s igned in FY 1975176 for $1,601.0 million, FY 1976/77 for 
$458 .6 million and FY 1977178 for $231.7 million. 

(4) Through June. 

Sourte: The Republic of Indonesia (Jakarta: Kuhn Loeb Leh~~n Brothers, Lazard Freres et Cie ., 
S.G . Warburg & Co. Ltd., 1978), p. 77. 
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places on IGGI was expressed through the terms of donations. Normally, 

loans received by Indonesia through IGGI are on terms with an interest 

rate of two to three percent, and repayment over a t\lJenty-fi ve to fi fty 
14 

year period. Canada, however, like Great Britain and World Bank prov-

ided loans without charging interest and with a similar repayment period. 

On the other hand, Canadian bilateral assistance was provided on terms 
15 

of zero percent interest, ten years grace period and fifty years maturity. 

IGGI was important also in that the consortium reviewed annually 

Indonesials progress and, therefore, could be described as a body which 
16 

monitored and reviewed Indonesials development prograll1lle. Aside from 

assessing the countryls capacity to absorb aid, IGGI coordinated donor 
17 

ava il abil ity in conj uncti on with the government of I,ndones i a. Any great 

fluctuations in the level of IGGI assistance would instigate a major 

review of the level of Canadian bilateral assistance to Indonesia. IGGI, 

therefore, provided CIDA with an annual report of Indonesials development 

which complimented a review CIDA did annually. It would also serve as a 

basis for a major project revie\'/ conducted every five years by CIDA. 

American Influence 

The American withdrawal from Southeast Asia was one of the factors 

that led the government to consider increasing aid to the area. Since 

1975 with the fall of Laos, South Vietnam and Cambodia, the U.S. had 

ma i nta i ned an "offshore presence in As i a. II I t conti nued to provi de a 
18 

"nuclear shield for countries considered vital to U.S. security." To 

compeHsate for the lack of military presence, the American government had 

increased its levels of ODA to Southeast Asia. 
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After his visit to Indonesia in 1976, MacEachen, the Secretary of 

State, in an interview with a Toronto Star reporter, stated that lithe U.S. 

had withdra\'J n from the area" and Canada would fill in as the "\~estern 

representative in the struggle against the influx of ideological commun-
19 

ism. II MacEachen did not hesitate to say that: 

We don't want the U.S. to withdraw from the area. 
They still have an important role certainly in the 
Pacific and probably an even more important role if 
they get involved in development programmes. 20 

With the communist victories in 1975, the Trudeau government decided to 

take a more pragmatic approach to its role in the region. Canada's ear-

lier fear of a unified communist bloc that would threaten the existence 

of the remaining non-comnunist countries had been intensified. The 

Americans obviously had no intention of interfering militarily so Canada 

decided that it could no longer sit back and watch other states fall into 

the same fate. Rather, they would try to replace American presence 

through economic support and development assistance. 

In questioning CIDA officials on the extent of American influence 

behind motivations for Canadian assistance, officials remarked that if 

there were funds, they would be concentrated in an area from wh ich a 
21 

Wes tern power and especially the U. S. had withdrawn. The government 

wou ld try to compensate for a power vacuum resulting from U.S. withdrawal. 

Since 1973, as Amer i can mi litary presence decreased, Canadian economic 

and polit ical interest in Indonesia and Southeast As i a increased . This 

suggested a very defin ite American impact on Canadian ODA. 

On the other hand, Indonesian officia l s claimed that Canad i an 

assistance was in no way influenced by Ameri can presence. The U.S. was a 

very pOI'Ierful country . Canada ~'Ioul d not have the mi 1 i tary or strategi c 
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22 
capabilities to fill any vacuum left by the Americans. The officials 

used food assistance as an example to show the differences in types of 

assistance provided by the two countries. The Americans provided a con-

siderable amount of food assistance while Canada no longer gives any 

substantial amounts of this type of aid. 

The Law of the Seas 

Canada has relied on Indonesia's support in international forums 
23 

such as the Law of the Seas (LOS) in 1976. Canada had long expressed 

the desire to extend territorial waters to the two - hundred-mile limit. 

The Manhattan voyage in 1969 put to question Canada's sovereignty in the 

Arctic. Aside from this, fear of oil spills resulted in the government's 

desire to tighten its jurisdiction over Arctic waters. Similarly, 

Indonesian officials expressed concern over oil spills in the Straits of 

Malacca. Therefore, the Indonesian government also had an interest in 
24 

extending territorial waters to the two-hundred-mile limit with t he 

result being that many of the straits wo uld be closed off to foreign 

vessel s . MacEathen noted that the cooperation between the two countries 

in this area had "contributed greatly to the development of new concepts, 
25 

such as economic zone and the regime to be applied to archapelagoes." 

On the other hand, Canada could not afford to ignore the effects 

of closure of other straits upon the major trading nations of the wo rld. 

If, for example, the Ma lacca Straits were closed off to all oil tankers 

aimed for Japan, the increased oil prices in Japa ne se indu st ries would 
26 

ultimately be felt on Japanese commercial partne rs, including Canada . 

Therefore , Canada al so had an interest in expedient passage for the 

world's stra i ts, espec i all y in Southeast Asia. Through the interests 
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both governments expressed in LOS, Canada could keep up to date on 

Indonesia's ocean policy. 

The Trudeau government's interest in an ocean policy with Indon-

esia also resulted from the need to find alternate sources of energy for 

the future. As an OPEC country, Indonesia would be able to fill the 
27 

requirements of ASEAN countries for their future energy needs. The 

Canadian government had expressed an interest in resource exploration in 

the Pacific. In exchange for the rights to a share in the product of 

successful projects, the Canadian government would offer assistance to 
28 

help develop offshore oil resources. A joint effort was made by Canada 

and Indonesia. A 7.5 million square mile area from the Bay of Bengal to 

the South China Sea, including the continental shelf of Indonesia was 
29 

explored for oil. According to the head of the Nova Scotia Research 

Foundation, David Lyons, lithe scope and scale of oil exploration and 
30 

production in this part of the world will be extensive" suggesting that 

it was an oil rich area. The development assistance used in ocean explora-

tion was to provide Canada with an alternate source of energy should its 

own reserves run out. The need for alternate sources provided the govern-

ment with an added incentive to provide Indonesia with aDA. 

Since 1972, Canada's political intere s t s in Indonesia had inten-

sified. Th e support offered to ASEAN, the continuing role in IGGI and 

the attempt to compensate for the American withdrawal through i ncreased 

aDA were ev idence of this. As TABLE VII shows, aDA doubl ed in 1975- 1976 

afte r the cO~lunist victories in Indochina . The government had also 

found a new area of concern to both Canada and Indonesia--LOS and, 

subsequent ly , future energy suppli es . 
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(V) Canadian Assistance to Indonesia C) 

1972- 73 to 1977-78 
(millions of dollars) 

1971-72 1972-73 1973- 74 1974-75 1975-76 i 976-77 1977-78 

Indonesia 
Bilateral 3.95 14 . 75 21.64 19.52 36.70 22.43 13 . 19 
Ass i stance 

Food Aid 3.00 5.00 1. 60 * 9.92 . 04 

Total Aid 6.95 19 . 75 23.24 19.52 36.70 32.45 13.23 

% increase (total) 184.1 17.6 - 16.0 88 .0 - 38.8 -58.7 

% increase 
(bilateral only) 273.4 46.7 -9.7 88.0 - 38 .8 - 41 . 1 

A 11 As i a 
Bi 1 atera 1 148.40 176.64 203.80 244.25 257 . 81 237 . 19 256 . 94 
Assistance 

Food Aid 57.80 61 . 18 * * 101. 56 117 . 75 92.29 

Total Aid 206.30 237 .82 203.80 244.25 359 . 37 354 . 94 349 .25 

% increase (total ) 15.28 - 14.30 19.85 47.13 - 1.23 - 1.60 

% increase 19 . 93 15.38 19 . 85 -5.55 - 7. 99 - 8.34 
(bilateral only) 



o;:t 
o * No data provided for these years 

Source: Canadian International Development Agency, Canada and the Developing Wo rld-
Annual Review, 1970-71 (Ottawa, 1971), p. 73; CIDA, Annual Review, 1971-72, p. 78; 
CIDA, Annual Review, 1972-73, p. 61; CIDA, Annual Review, 1974-75, p. 96; CIDA, 
Annual Review- 1976-77, p. 51; CIDA, Annual Review, 1977-78, p. 39. 
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The Aid-Trade Relationship 

The last chapter pointed to an increasing level of trade between 

Canada and Indones ia, which resulted in a surplus for Canada. The govern-

mentis White Paper stressed that trade between Canada and Indonesia could 

be expected to increase as a result of increased investment. TABLE VIII 

outlines Canadian commercial interests in Indonesia since 1972. As the 

table shows, there was a substantial increase in trade in 1976 and again 

in 1977, despite the decrease in comme rcial activity for Asia as a whole. 

CIDAls cooperation with the EDC and a change in the type of assistance 

provided suggested that CIDA found themselves making concessions to meet 

the interests of the business community. 

Trudeauls trip to Southeast Asia and Indonesia signal led a surge 

of official Canadian interest in the IImost populous and richly endowed 
31 

country in Southeast Asia. 11 However, in 1975 Indonesia i mported approx-
32 

imately U.S. $4 .77 billion of which the Canadian share was only $65 million. 

Concern of the Canadian share of Indonesials market resulted in trade mis-

sions abroad to promote Canadian goods and se rvi ces. One such mission 

was that of Don Jamieson in 1976 . Jamiesonls trip had uncovered a IIbroad 
33 

range of trade and investment opportunities for Canadians ll in the 

country. 
34 

Despite the trade opportunities that exist in Indones i a Canad-

ians have been confronted with a number of problems. Tying aid ass i sted 

in the expansio n of Canadian markets and pe rmitted industry to develop 

their are as of expertise within certain sectors of the Indonesian economy. 

Th e gove r nme ntl s s t ated po li cy was that: 



1..0 
o 

1972 

exports 14,425 

i rnports 2,291 

Balance 11 , 134 

Percentagel 
increase 

A 11 As i a 

exports 1,555,991 

imports 1,533,392 

Balance 225,999 

Percentagel 
increase 

TABLE VIII 

Trade Between Canada and Indonesia 
1972-1977 

(in dollar value) 

1973 1974 1975 

17,735 53,611 64,899 

3,128 4,610 14,266 

14,607 49,001 50,633 

23.29 372.38 2.93 

2,618,698 3,342,845 3,417,769 

1,606,752 2,195,243 219,733 

1 ,011 ,946 1,147,602 3,098,036 

1976 

76,925 

18, 153 

58,772 

16.21 

3,311 ,091 

2,000,598 

1,310,499 

347.76 13.40 169.95 -90.40 

1977 

65,967 

24,553 

41,414 

28 . 52 

3,760,996 

2,779,408 

981,588 

-684.42 

Source: Stati sti cs Canada, Imports by Country, 1972-1977; Exports by Country, 1972-1973. 



Canadian engineering firms and equipment manufacturers 
[should] become acquainted with the markets and [they 
should] demonstrate their capabilities so that in due 
course~ additional commercial opportunities may be found. 35 
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CIDA's lines of credit permitted exporters in the recipient country to 

purchase machinery equipment and services~ for example~ in Canada and it 

a 11 owed Canadi an exporters to deal di rectly with "l oca 1 end users II so 
36 

that sales could be carried out in a normal fashion. 

Problems occurring in Canadian trade relations with Indonesia 

were most directly the result of a shortage of available cash in the 

recipient country. Much of the trade depended on aid dollars or soft 

international loans and export financing. Secondly~ bureaucratic delays 

or what vias commonly known as "hidden promotional costs" had resulted in 

a need to crack down on customs inspectors in an effort to minimize cor-

ruption and the misuse of goods for aid purposes. These delays slow down 

the process of exporting to Indonesia. Thirdly~ Canada has a low visib -

ility in the area and~ therefore, was not considered as a supply source 
37 

as readily as some other countries. 

Through the help of the Export Development Corporation (EDC), the 

Canadian government has tried to overcome the financing difficulties 

Canadian business experienced. The EDC has supported the sale of substan-

tial quantities of Canadian equipment to Indonesia and other parts of 
38 

Southeast Asia. Since the publicat i on of the 1975 White Paper~ CIDA 

has worked close ly on certain projects through joint ventures with the 

EDC. The Strategy for International Development Cooperation, 1975-1 980 

paper stated exp li citly that CIDA would increase its: 

... cooperation wi t h the Export Development Co rpora 
tion in activ iti es in developing countri es that me et 
the opera ting criteria of both institut i ons . 39 
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In 1975 Canada signed an agreement with the Indonesian government to 
40 

"assist the development of the Indonesian economy and facilitate trade. 11 

The loan amounted to $200 million of which $175 million originated from 

the EDC and the remaining $25 mi llion came from CIDA. This loan was to 

allow the Indonesian government to purchase machinery and equipment in 

fields such as cement manufacture, pulp and paper mill and fertilizer 
41 

production . Another $1 million coal mining project was negotiated by 
42 

the EDC and IT&C in December, 1977. This deal involved the sale of 

Canadian mining equipment and other high technology or manufactured goods. 

CIDAls willingness to engage in dealings with Crown Corporations 

like the EDC suggested a strong commercial component in Canadian ODA. 

There is yet another aspect behind economic motivations that has become 

i ncreasingly important in recent years -- that of investment. 

Investment Opportunities 

Canadians were regarded as we lcome investors in Indonesia. They 
43 

were considered technically capable with no axe to gri nd. Indonesian 

officials in Ottawa claimed that they have invited and encouraged Canad-
44 

ian investment. However, they have been disappointed in the results. 

At one time Canada was the fourth largest investor in Indonesia; by 1975 

they had fallen into ninth place. 

Difficulti es Canadian firm s have experi enced have been the result 
45 

of competition from other Western powers, main ly Japan. It has al so 

resulted from a lack of fund s from the Indone sian sector to carry their 
46 

wei ght in joint ve ntures and a li mited number of Canadian firms were 

willing t o un de r t ake j oint venture progr ammes. Probl ems re sulted when 

Canadian bus inessme n were uncertain ab out th e future st ability of the 
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countries of the area. As long as there was no definite guarantee that 

their existence in Southeast Asia would be no longer than a short period 

of time, many firms would not be wil ling to take the risk to direct their 

activities toward Southeast Asian countries. A further area of difficulty 

in both trade and investment was the priority given to ASEAN countries. 

ASEAN nations were given first chance in taking on new projects. Finall y , 

competition among desk officers at IT&C r.ad a direct bearing on Canadian 

investments in Indonesia. The desk officer for Indonesia may encourage 

business to go there but if another country desk officer could provide a 
47 

more attractive package, Canadian bus iness may be directed el sewhere. 

To accommodate businessmen who were interested in investing in 

the Third World through CIDAls developmental programmes, a new division 

was established within CIDA: the Consu ltan t and Industrial Relations 

Division. This branch wo uld: 

.. a~t as a window on CIDA f or consultants, business
men, Canadian industry as a who le and federal and 
provincial departments and agencies. Weill be able to 
guide them in their registration with CIDA and the 
Department of IT&C or Supply and Services, as approp
riate. I·Jelll also try to find ans'tJe rs t o many questions 
which are now directed indiscriminatel y to all parts of 
CIDA.48 

The new Divi s i on was designed to increase the industrial ca pa city of l ess 

deve l oped countries through private Canadian enterprise and financing 

with the end result benefitting both part i es. Through registration with 

CIDA, Canadian business would be introdu ced to such deve l oping countries 

as Indonesia. 

Alternatel y, new businesses interes t ed in commercial dealings with 

any deve 1 opi ng country we re introduced thro ugh feas i bi 1 i ty s tudi es . \~ hen 

IT&C engaged in a trade mission , at the Departme nt1s discreti on, certain 
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firms who have participated in previous trade missions are selected to go 

along with a number of firms who have not yet any investments in Indon-

esia but have expressed an interest in the country. This has been found 

to be most effective when a footing has been established previously 

through departments like CIDA. 

Humanitarian Content of Canadian Assistance 

In this period there was a limited amount of NGO assistance going 

to Indonesia, which in terms of the total has been realtively insignif-

icant. According to CIDA officials, total project support by NGO's in 

1977-1978 amounted to approximately $6 million of which CIDA has contrib-
49 

uted approximately one-third. This figures suggested that there was 

some public interest with respect to the living conditions and overpopula-

tion of Indonesia; however, this interest was not very strong. On the 

other hand, Amnesty International (AI) has been combatting an issue of 

human rights in Indonesia. Like other NGO's AI enjoys independent status 

free from go vernme nt intervention. Unlike other NGO's, AI is involved in 

political aspects of countri es, both developing and developed. 

In Indonesia, AI has been involved in combatting a political 

pri soners problem. At the 13th Session of the UN Subcommittee on dis-

crimination, Indonesia was one of the five countries blacklisted for 
50 

"serious vio l at ions of human rights." AI, along with the UN, has 

"attacked" Indonesia for its attempts to annex the Democratic Republic of 

East Ti mor. The UN reaffirmed the right of the people of East Timor to 

"se If det ermi na ti on and independence" and recogni zed the "1 egiti ma cy of 
51 

their st rugg l e to regain the r i ght .... " Indonesian officia l s res -

ponded by s tating that: 



... the future of East Timor should be determined 
by the East Timor people themselves and not in New 
York. 52 
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Canada supported the resolutions calling for the liberation of 

East Timor but abstained on the General Assembly vote \<Ihich "deplored" 

Indonesian actions in East Timor without taking into account the circum-
53 

stances that led up to the intervention. On the other hand, the 

annexation of Timor provided Indonesians with a guarantee that the colony 

would not fall into the control of "a pro-\~estern faction and thus becom

ing a possible source of left wing agitation on the Indonesian southern 
54 

flank." 

Cl early, the Indonesi an government was not goi ng to abi de by the 

UN's decision. They would continue to suppress the rights of the people 

of East Timor. Together, the UN and AI we re unable to alter Indonesia's 

position on the annexation of East Timor. 

The purpose of outlining the activity of AI in Indonesia is two-

fold. First, organizations like AI provide a humanistic element in 

Canadian dealings with Indonesia. While it may not involve interaction 

at the governmental level, support through human rights organizations is 

important in that it lends support to a fundamental concept behind philan

thropy--we help without expecting returns from the people we help. In 

the case of Indonesia, AI felt that they would have had more positive 

results had the Canadian public shown more concern. As with other NGO ' s 

AI found that many Canadians were not aware of the existence of Indonesia 
55 

and its 140 million peop le. Because of this ignorance, the Canadian 

government has not felt any need to take a pos itive stand aga inst the 

Indonesian gove rnment for the human right s issue nor the question of East 
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Timor. Secondl y , AIls activity outlined a contradiction in the govern-

mentis policy that will be discussed below--a contradiction that CIDA 

officials have been trying to reconcile with, and one that has r esulted 

in criticism of the aid programme i n the House of Commons. 

Whil e the period 1968-1972 saw a limited amount of food aid 

provided to Indonesia, since 1972 there has been a gradual decline in this 

type of ODA. This decline was a result of the fact that Indonesia was 

receiving foreign exchange and, therefore, could afford to purchase its 
56 

own food. There was a feature of Canadian food assistance that needs 

to be mentioned. This form of bilateral assistance was and is not dis-

tributed freely among the people of the recipient country. Rather, food 

donations were sold by the recipient government. The argument behind 

this i s t ha t a recipi ent country like Indonesi a should not be allowed to 

rely too heavily on outside sources to suppl y its people with their basic 

needs. Food aid could dis r upt the internal environment of Indonesia, 

thus defeating the original purpose of development assistance. Hence, 

proceeds from Canadal s food as si stance programme to Indones ia were sold 

by the Indonesi an government and the fund s were directed t oward paying 
57 

other develo pment projects. Whil e there was s till a strong phil anthropic 

intere st in providing food aid, it was accompani ed by economic and polit

ical undertones . 

Th e Maturity of the Developme nt Ass i s tance Programme 

Pa ul Ger in-L ajoie stat ed that s ince 1972 the de vel opme nt ass i st-

ance prog r amme wi th Sou t heas t As ian nati ons has become increas i ng ly 

soph i st icated ; this was espe ci all y t rue fo r Indones i a beca use i t is one 

of the ma j or rec i pi ent s of Canad i an ai d i n t he area . Geri n-Lajo i e noted 

th at: 



We have seen a change in emphasis in the Asian aid 
program over the years. Developing nations now have 
a greater voice in decision-making as it affects their 
development. We respond to their requests for support 
of priority development requirements they have ident
ified on the basis of Canada's ability to finance those 
things it can do well. 58 
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The increased input from the recipient country has forced donor nations 

to reconsider their objectives and motives in the aDA programme. 

Indonesia has reached a relatively sophisticated level of deter-

mining what it wants in terms of development. With the realization of 

its own requirements, the Indonesian government has been granted the 

autonomy to suggest projects that they would like to have completed. In 

other words, Indonesians design a specific project, direct their requests 

to the Canadian Embassy in Jakarta, who in turn reports to the desk 
59 

officer at CIDA, where the merits of the project are decided upon. This 

input from the Indonesian government was accompanied by a gradual shift 
60 

in the aid programme from construction to technical assistance. 

Indonesian input has been one of the factors that would partially 

explain the levels of assistance at certain times. Indonesian officials 

were clearly aware of the interests Western donors had in providing assist-

ance to t.he country. The extent of their interest was demonstrated by 

the fact that in 1975 the IGGI consortium prov i ded Indonesia with $900 
61 

million in development assistance--a sum greater tha~ had been requested. 

During this time, Indones i an offici al s had req uested that donors withhold 

supp li es of ODA. The go vernme nt felt that it was involved in more projects 

than it could hand l e and that it needed time to establish for itself whe re 
62 

it was in t enns of development . 
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The Indonesian government would accept assistance from Soviet 

sources; however, this assistance was selective. The Soviets have not 
63 

been given any projects that involve constant foreign participation. 

The Canadian government has expressed a desire to impede the expansion 

of communism and communi s t infiltration into Indonesia. If the government 

wanted to keep Soviet influence at a minimum, it would have been to its 

advantage to provide as much aDA as it possibly could to keep Indonesian 

contacts with the Soviets at a minimum. 

Criticisms of Canadian Assistance to Indonesia 

The first major criticism of Canadian as sistance had been touched 

upon previousl y in this chapter. In the government's stated policy it is 

noted that aDA would go to those countries: 

... whose government's pursue external and internal 
polici es that are broadly consistent with Canadian 
values and attitudes. 64 

Supporting the withholding of basic human rights could hardl y have been 

considered a basic value of Canadian society. Offici als at CIDA exp ressed 

their discontent with the human ri ghts question in Indonesia. Their 

obj ectives we re directed t oward th e improvement of life and the political 

prisoners probl em contradicted thi s goal. Howe ver, CIDA offi ci al s put 

t he i ss ue as ide as being a po licy question; an area in whi ch they had 

littl e or no in f l ue nce and t hat had to be handl ed by Ex t ern al Affairs . 

At the same time crDA r ati onali ze d the i ss ue by ques ti oning whether one 

hundred and twe nty milli on peopl e shoul d suffer because of a certain few 
65 

peopl e de nying ot hers t hei r hu ma n ri ghts. Offi ci al s no ted t ha t Canada 

wo uld no t take t he initi ati ve to wi t hh ol d ai d on th i s i s~ ue be c1use they 

woul d be act i ng in i so l at i on . 
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~~i thi n the House of Corrmons the major source of cri ti ci sm came 

from Douglas Roche (PC, Edmonton-Strathcona) who on several occasions 

questioned why Canada was maintaining a high level of aid to Indonesia 

without "ever once publicly protesting the violation of human rights in 
66 

that country ... II On another occasion, Howard Johnston (PC, Okanagan-

Kootenay) questioned Canadals support of a trade mission that was looking 
67 

into a coal mining project in South Sumatra. Johnston feared that with 

the need that this project would have for a large scale labour force, 

Canada would be directly supporting forced labour . 

Another area of criticism is the general credibility of Indonesia 

as a major Canadian aid recipient. The 1975 Str~tegy Paper wou ld act as 
68 

an "umbrella for all country all country aid programmes." It stated that: 

. the development assistance programme will direct 
the bulk of its resources to the poorest countries of 
the v/Orld. 69 

According to World Bank data, in 1975 Indonesia was classified as having 
70 

a per capita income of between $22-$ 99 which was not among the poorest 

countries. However, CIDA Handbook stated that ninety percent of Canadi an 

assistance would be directed at countries with a per capita income of less 
71 

than $3 75 in which case Indonesia \'/ould qualify as an aid recipient. 

External Affairs officials agreed that Indonesia was no longer among the 

poorest countries but they still had a per capita income of less than $200. 

Bo th Exte rnal Affairs and CIDA officia l s claimed that aid to Indones ia 

could be rationalized in such a way that you give aid to those countries 
72 

where you will see results. 

Finally, another so urce of criticism of Canad i an aid to Indonesia 

has been CIDA ' s cooperation wi th the EOC. In the Ho use of Corrrnons, H'J\I/ard 
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Johnston questioned the worthiness of the South Sumatra deal "given the 
73 

situation in both the copper and nickel industries in Canada." Johnston 

felt that the project would be in direct competition with the coal indus-
74 

try in British Columbia, Alberta and the Maritimes. On the other hand, 

Roche felt that joint ventures would assist Canadian industry rather than 
75 

serve developmental functions. 

Since 1972 Canadian objectives in aDA to Indonesia can be charac-

terized by a limited amount of humanitarian content as evidenced by NGa 

activity. This motivation was expressed mainly by the activity of AI and 

through food assistance in a time of emergency. Economically, CIDA made 

efforts to accommodate the businessmen and commercial inter"est of Canadians. 

The establishment of a new division and cooperation with the EDC suggest 

a strong commercial component in Canadian GOA. As long as Canada continues 

to enjoy a trade surplus with the country, CIDA will find themselves 

accommodating business interests through development assistance. The 

level of sophistication had resulted in increased political interest in 

Canadian aid to Indonesia but it has also caused some discontent with the 

programme. Canada's political interests have been expressed in its desire 

to support ASEAN and through assistance to IGGI. It became increasingly 

apparent that economic and political motivations were dominating Canadian 

aDA to Indonesia, leaving CIDA a secondary role to play in de velopment 

assistance. 
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CHAPTER V 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The central purpose of this thesis was to trace the development of 

Canada's aid relationship with Indonesia in order to determine the extent 

to which the mot ivations outlined in Triantis' approach existed. The 

acceptance of the trilogy suggests that Canada's interest in having a 

development assistance programme with Indonesia can be explained in tenns 

of philanthropic, economic and pol itica l interests. These factors alone 

v.loul d deterl1li ne the government 's interest in aDA. Authors 1 i ke Tri anti s, 

Spicer and Reuber would argue that aid can adequately be explained in these 

terms. flOv.iever, Sanger, Lyon and Bi rd feel that emphasis has to be placed 

on the political motivation--the government's aid programme is a response 

to their m'in polit ical and security interests. Decision-makers I/J ill ensure 

that these objecti ves are served ina s i ngl e country aDA programme. Deci-

sions result from compromise, conflict, confusion and bargaining. Differ-

ent actors have different interests and object ives in the aDA programme . 

l~ith the bureaucratic imperative, the notion of 1Iv.lhere you stand depends 
1 

on \'i here you sit ll becomes increasingly ir.lportant in detenllining the out-

come of decisions. Inevitab ly, then, the process through which the 

government choses aid reci pi ents has an i mpact on the ac tual ODA prog r amrle 

for a s ingl e country. 
2 

It has been cl aimed by Escott Re id that the humanitari an object-

ive can be an i mpo rtant factor in determining the nature of the government's 

aid programme. This mo tive introduces the donor to the needs of the 
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recipient country and, therefore, can be an instigating factor resulting 

in a large scale development programme. The humanitarian component of 

Canadian aid to Indonesia could be demonstrated by the food assistance 

that Canada had provided . Throughout most of the 1960 ' s, Indonesia was 

suffering from acute food shortages. The Canadian government felt they 

had a moral obligation to prov ide a li mited amount of food assistance . 

Aside from this, there was very little contact with Indonesia in the area 

of development assistance prior to 1972. Since 1972, the amount of food 

assistance provided was virtually non existent with the exception of 

erllergency re 1 i ef in 1976. On the other hand, there was some NGO acti vi ty 

to compensate for food assistance. But the amount of ODA provided through 

NGO's was disproportionately low in comparison to direct bilateral assist-

ance. If the government' s developfile nt assistance progra.mme had been 

triggered by philanthropy they would have increased their assistance 

through i·~GO's. 

Alternately, humanitarianism was expressed through the government 's 

des ire to see aid dollars being used effectively. If aid was to be 

provi ded, it waul d go to a country that "'la s cl ass ifi ed as poor but at the 

same time to a country that had potenti al for economi c and social develop-

ment. The Indonesi an government had ex pressed an effort to i mp rove their 

own living conditi ons through the introduction of the Five Ye ar Plan. Th e 

Canadi an go vernme nt decided to ass i s t Indones i a in their efforts t hro ugh 

providin g ass i st ance . Howe ver , the governme nt' s stated poli cy \~ a s th at 

the reci pi ent co untry ''1o ul d have to bea r t he economi c sacri fi ces and 
3 

ch ange s in their soci ety themse lves . Thi s seemed t o suggest that the 

humani ta ri an i nce nt i ve for pr ovi di ng aDA to Indones i a was very wea k. The 

oth er object i ves of ass i stance wo ul d be more i mp or tant . 
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Economically, there had been some trading between Canada and Indon-

esia since the early 1960 ' s. In most years, this relationshi p had been in 

favour of Canada with exports to Indonesia exceeding imports. Indonesia, 

therefore, provided a lucrative market for Canadian goods and services. 

This market also helped Canada enhance its position as a trading nation. 

Si nce 1972, vii th the government 1 s efforts to carry through wi th 

the 1970 foreign policy decision to concentrate ODA on Indonesia, the 

trade re 1 ati onshi p took on a nel-</ meani ng. There was a "push" by Don 

Jamieson, Minister of IT&C, who later that year wou ld become Canada's 

Secretary of State for External Affairs, to convince Canadian .. ~usiness to 

invest and promote trade with Indonesia. The efforts to convince business 

to direct their activities at Indonesia seemed to provide token support 

for the new government and their efforts to improve the country's economic 

conditions. The Canadian government's economic interests tended to sup-

port the fact that decision-makers in Ottawa did believe that Suharto had 
4 

formed a strong, stable government for the country. Stability was essen-

tial to anyone interested in investing. Firms needed some assurance that 

they l,o.Jould not lose everything due to a coup or overthrow in ' government . 

Despite the increase in economic interests by Canadian compan i es 

in Indonesia, the level of investment was not as great as both the Canadi an 

and Indonesian governments would have liked it to have been. From the 

Canadian po in t of vi ew , this can be exp l ained as being the res ult of 

probl ems in foreign currency, the continued hes itancy of firms to take on 

large sca le investment ventures and the ASEAN concept wh ich has been 

glven prio rity in trade and business among So utheast As ian countries. 

Th e fee l ing amo ng Indonesians is tha t there has been a general lack of 
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knowledge and awareness of Canadian goods and services. Indonesians need 

to become familiar with services Canada could provide. Also, the recipient 

country has to be convinced that it meets the standards of Japa nese prod-

ucts. This is a slow process and neither government can be expected to 

change its attitudes all at once. 

Triantis argued that foreign aid was conducive to introducing 

Canadian goods into foreign markets and that Canada had a vested interest 
5 

in expanding world trade. However, if trade and aid statistics are 

examined closely, it becomes apparent that there was a significant amount 

of trade between Canada and Indonesia prior to any large scale aid programme. 

Through economic ties Indonesians had become acquainted with Canadian goods 

and services and Canadian goods were being introduced in a foreign market. 

Rather than aid preceding trade as Triantis seemed to suggest, the case 

was the opposite here. However, trade interests did expand when the 

government increased aDA allocations to Indon~sia. Relating back to a 

previous point, it seemed that a lack of awareness of Canadian goods and 

services was not the major factor in the problems expe rienced in increas-

ing trade and investment opportunities between Indonesia and Canada. 

Rather, Canadian firms did not seem to be too anxious to explore Indonesia's 

ma rket. It appeared that they were being pressured by the Canadi an govern-

ment. In other wo rds , economic interests were to compliment po liti cal 

mot ive s for devl!lopment ass i sta nce to Indonesia. 

Th e government's efforts to convince Canadian firms to invest in 

Indones i a was expressed by Jamieson's trip. One of the functions of his 

t r a d e m i ss ion to Sou the a s t As i a \'J as tog i ve firm s t hat add e d II pus hilt hat 

was requ ired to direct them at the opportun i t i es the countri es in the 
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area had to offer. To further encourage the aid-trade relationship with 

Indonesia, the 1975 White Paper stressed the importance of CIDA's coopera

tion with the EDC. Since the introduction of the Strategy Paper, there 

have been a number of joint CIDA-EDC developmental projects undertaken in 

Indonesia. The largest one was outlined in the previous chapter. 

The government's interest in encouraging the trade and investment 

relationship was a result of a desire to have a strong Indonesian economy. 

Through strengthening the economy, Indonesia would be better equipped to 

combat communist infiltration in the area. Similarly, the Canadian govern-

ment provided assistance to IGGI, the consortium of Western donors, because 

one of its primary functions was to pull Indonesia out of the economic 

upheavals of the early 1960 ' s so that the nation wo uld be conducive to 

economic growth. Member countries, including Canada, all had an inherent 

interest in developing an economicall y strong Indonesia so that the coun-

try would be able to protect itself from communist expansion. On a 

broader scale, Canada supported the objectives of ASEAN and offered econ

omic support to the grouping. An economically strong ASEAN would provide 

a stumbling bloc should the communist countries in the area attempt to 

expand their control beyond the present boundaries. However, as Dudley 

and Montmarquette found, pol i ti ca 1 moti ves of thi s sort are "covered Up" 

by the economic objectives the government claims that they are to serve. 
6 

Eighty percent of Canadian aid to Indonesia is tied to the 

procurement of Canadi an goods and services. This substantiates an 
7 

argument made by Fatouros --that Canada' s own interests must be se rved 

before thos e of the developing country . It has been argued that~ying 

ai d t ends to comma nd mo re public s upport but \·,hen the maj ority of 
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Canadians are unaware of the existeRce of an aid programme to a certain 

country, it is unlikely that they will be aware that aid is tied. If 

tied aid is to get public support it would only be from those businesses 

which stand to gain from aid being tied to the procurement of Canadian 

goods and services. On the other hand, tied aid does ensure that Indon-

esia, like other developing countries, purchases Canadian goods and ser-

vi ces. It gi ves the government some autonomy on hovi funds are spent or 

that aid is used for the purposes it was designated for and not for arms 

or military equipment. Finally, aid may be tied with the specification 

that the recipient country follows a pro-\~estern type of diplomacy. 

Tied aid has sometimes been considered "un fair" because it dis-
8 

places "normal" trade, or in other cases as Sanger noted, has resulted 

in social development falling behind economic deve lo pment. The Indonesian 

government, along with the governments of the other Southeast Asian 

countries, has taken steps to guard against this. Joint ventures give 

the se countries priority in trade and investment opportunities. Yet, 

Indones ian officials have encouraged Canadian investment. Canada i s seen 

as a country wi thout any bi g polt/er ambi ti ons. Through thei r efforts in 

ASEAN to stop communist expansion, Indone s ia was willing to encourage 

investment from countries that did not pose a problem to Indonesi a ls own 

noti on of an I I act i ve and i ndependent" forei gn po l i cy 0 

9 10 11 
Ma rtin, As her and Wa ll found that aid was a sti mul us to 

grolt,th in the Canadi an economy and that through i nteracti on l'1i til developed 

countries on foreign markets l ess developed co untri es become more respons-

ibl e trading partners . Indones ia has become an estab li shed partner for 

Canadia n business and al so a lucrative market but this does not ensure 
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that they vJill, in the long run, be a reliable one. Therefore, while 

development may be a good business, it can also be bad business. The 

fact that ninety percent of Canadian trade continues to be with other 
12 

developed countries suggests that the Canadian government is aware of 

this factor. 

Canada had a political interest in Southeast Asia since 1949 when 

communist expansion throughout the area threatened their Commonwealth 

interests and inevitably, their own well being. Through peicekeeping 

efforts this continued to be a dominant theme in Canadian dealings with 

Southeast Asia. However, it was not until 1968-70 with the election of 

the Trudeau government and the resulting foreign policy review that 

Indonesia would be given special status apart from other Southeast Asian 

countri es . 

Political interests were very much a part of the government1s 

decision to assist Malaysia rather than Indonesia during the conf ront 

~1alaysia Campaign, even if it was only Commonwealth ties that I'larranted 

this choice. Political motivations were also active when the government 

chose not to provide Sukarno with any substantial amount of bilateral 

assistance but reversed this decision with the change of government. 

This motivation was also in effect when the Canadian government made its 

choice of countries of concentration. With the international focus be ing 

placed on Indonesia and because of the internal probl ems of some of the 

other Southeast As ian nations, Indones ia was l ef t for aid concentration. 

Indones ia1s s ize, pop ul ation and resourc es were all f acto rs that 

i nfl uenced the Canadi an governme nt to s i ngl e I ndones i a out as a Ilcountry 

of concentrati on" for Canadi an 00,1'., . Beyond these factors, Indonesi a I s 

12 
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strength in comparison to other Southeast Asian nations warranted them 

special attention. The importance of ASEAN after the American withdrawal 

as a stumbling bloc to prevent further communist expansion and Indonesia's 

position within the regional grouping was becoming increasingly more 

important to Canada. With the emphasis placed on ASEAN and Indonesia's 

role in the five country unit, it becomes apparent that as in Canada's 

early interest in Southeast Asia, the threat of communist expansion and 

communist infiltration into the developing countries, the Canadian govern-

ment continued to be concerned with this factor to the present day. 

Spicer noted that the theory of containment of communism assumed 
13 

a pro Western behaviour in the recipient countries' diplomacy and, 

therefore, the theory I,vas not thought through very thoroughly. The 

Indonesian government will accept on a selective basis, assistance from 

communist sources. Canada had a desire to keep communist influence in 

Indonesia at a minimum and was, therefore, more willing to extend aid in 

the volumes Indonesia required. While the Canadian gover~ment may not 

assume that Indonesia will pursue an entirely pro Western diplomacy, they 

would expect a limited communist type diplomacy. 

Aid was at one ti me provided to impress other participants of the 

Wes tern alliance. In the years immediate ly after 1949 Canada's interest 

in impressing Commonwealth countries and the predominance placed on these 

ties direc ted Canadian aid away from Indonesia and toward Commonwealth 

countries. As the Commonwealth diminished in importance to Canada and an 

interest developed in the turbulance in Southeast Asia the gove rnme nt 

joined IGGI which was another consortium of Weste rn donors. Among the 

member countries, the terms of Canadian IGGI donations are among the 
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most favourable- -with no interest charges. This consortium, then, per

mitted Canada to impress other Western donors through the levels and 

terms of assistance. 

Canadian aid to Indonesia has also been used to secure Canada's 

political interests in the area. Once the Canadian government realized 

that the peacekeeping role no longer could provide the security required 

against communist expansion, ODA presented a viable alternative. The 

government would attempt to contain communism through development assist

ance. The fact that eighty percent of Canadian aid remains to be tied to 

the procurement of Canadian goods and services, suggested that Canada 

wanted to keep Indonesian contacts with non Western powers at a minimum. 

Tied aid would ensure that the recipient country would deal with Canada 

for its developmental needs. Alternately,b~ ilding up the economies of 

the Southeast Asian countries would provide a safeguard against communist 

expansion. Hence, Pearsons l argument in the 1950 ' s that building up the 

economies of the Southeast Asian countries could provide a buffer to com

munist expansion still exl~ted to the present day. However, Pearson felt 

that economic development should be left to these countries themselves. 

The Trudeau government, on the other hand, chose to assist Indonesia in 

its developmental efforts. 

In re cent years, Canada's interest in Indonesia has intens ified 

as a result of the wor ld energy cri s i s. The fact that Indonesia was rich 

in natura l resources has already been pointed out. Aside from the support 

Indones ia can provide Canada with in internat ional forums such as the 

Law of Seas, Canada has offered deve lo pme nt ass i sta nce in return for a 

share of the off-shore oil reserves that Indonesia and Canada are cu rrentl y 
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exploring. Canadian aid, then, has become a bargaining tool--development 

of resources in return for a guarantee of a portion of the resources. 

The case study confirmed that there was evidence of the trilogy of 

motivations in the Canadian programme to Indonesia. The study also con-

firmed that aDA was triggered by politically motivated factors. Initially, 

the proposed American withdrawal and the changing power balance led the 

Canadian government to reconsider their role in Southeast Asia. With the 

substantial withdrawal of American troops and the war in Vietnam itself, 

the Canadian government decided to carry through with the 1970 foreign 

policy decision and increase their development assistance to Indonesia. 

Again, after the war in Indochina in 1975, Allan MacEachen announced 

Canada I S deci s i on to try and fi 11 the power vaccuum 1 eft by the Ameri can 

withdravlal through increased development assistance and by building up 

the economies of the So utheast Asian countries. 

Dudley and Montmarquette have argued that political motivations 

are often IIcovered up" by economic overtones. Canada supported the 

objectives of the First Five Year Plan in Indonesia because it would help 

Indonesia sort out their economic upheavals. The Plan, however, would 

al so be a weapon against communist expansion. Canada's claimed reason 

for supporting IGGI was economic development. But beh ind economic devel

opment were politically motivated factor s . Similarly, Canada offered 

ASEAN economic support. An eco nomically strong ASEAN would serve Canada's 

political interests. Aid was fashion ed , then, by non-political criteria 
14 

but was allocated in terms of Canada's po li tical interests. 

Sanger felt that CIDA was relatively powerless within the govern-

ment bu reaucracy. At no point did CIDA express a desire to have an aid 
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programme with Indonesia. In the early 1970 ' s when the 1975 Strategy 

Paper was being discussed CIDA officials argued that aid should be con-

centrated on Francophone Africa and Latin America. CIDA's initial lack 

of interest in Indonesia suggested that the selection of countries of 

concentration was made by other federal government departments, namely, 

External Affairs. In any case, Indonesia as a Canadian aid recipient 

was not CIDA's choice. On the other hand, External Affairs officials 

stated that their interests in the area were that compelling that Indon

esia would receive ODA regardless of the balance of payments support. 

CIDA's inability to do anything about the political prisoners ' 

issue lends support to CIDA's position Ivithin the government bureaucracy. 

Officials were clearly distressed about the problem but were incapable 

of solving it. Human Rights was considered a policy question that fell 
15 

within the realm of social justice. Therefore, External Affairs would 

have to deal with it. CIDA's inability to influence External Affairs to 

take a positive stand on the question tended to suggest that CIDA had 

very little influence on policy-making for a single country aid programme. 

Nor did CIDA have the ability to convince External Affairs to carry 

through with po li cy as it was outlined in the White Papers. 

CIDA's concern for the political prisoners ' quest~on was shared 

by Amnesty International. Like CIDA, AI found that it had not successfully 

found a solution. This was a result of the fact that AI received very 

little public support for its efforts. Furthermore, it suggested that 

NGO's such as Amnest have very little influence in policy-making for 

development assistance. 
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The 1975 White Paper urged cooperation with the EDC. Through joint 

ventures with the EDC, CIDA loses some of its autonomy, especially when 

three-quarters of a single project was funded by the EDC. With the amount 

of funding the EDC provides, they would have a considerable influence on 

CIDA's position on developmental issues. Aside from responding to 

External Affairs, the 1975 White Paper ensured that CIDA would also res-

pect the wishes of IT&C and the business community. 

The decision-making process itself renders CIDA little maneouvrabil

ity. Each year Cabinet authorizes CIDA to spend up to seventy percent of 
16 

the last year's budget. CIDA takes on new projects according to this 

figure. Because a country received a certain level of aid one year, it 

does not guarantee them the same amount for the next year. Rather, the 

level of assistance is based on the number of projects Canada decides to 

take on. aDA projects require the approval of different federal depart-
17 

ments; External Affairs, IT&C, Finance, Treasury Board and CIDA. IT&C 
18 

would like to see aid as commercially oriented as possible. External 
19 

Affairs has strategic and political interests in Southeast Asia. Fin-

ance wants to curtail spending. The objectives of the different actors 

are not always directed toward the same goal. In the process, CIDA has 

to try to combine the interests of as many departments as they can. 

Beyond the fact that there is thi s tugging and pulling, CIDA's input into 

the aid programme does not go past the interdepartmental l eve l. Repres

ented in Par li ame nt and Cab inet by the Secretary of State for External 

Affairs, CIDA is directly responsible to the Minister of External Affairs. 

External Affairs is not going to jeopardize its interests fo r CIDA. 
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